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INTRODUCTION '

Research at the Centerfor RadiologicalResearch is a blend of physics, chemistry and biology
and epitomizes the multidisciplinary approach towards understanding the mechanisms
involved in the health problems resulting from human exposure to ionizing radiations. To an
increasing extent, the focus of attention is on biochemistry and the application of the
techniques of molecular biology to the problems of radiation biology.

The following are some research highlightsfrom the past year.

• Construction of a new wall-less ultra miniature counter is nearing completion. This
instrument will make possible measurements of fundamental physical parameters on this
type of counter as well as practical monodosimetric measurements of neutrons and
charged particles.

• A mathematical model describingthe production of single-strandand double-strand breaks
in DNA as a function radiation qualityhas been completed.

• For the first time Monte Carlo techniques have been used to obtain directly the spatial
distribution of DNA moieties altered by radiation. This information - which currently is
not obtainable from experiment - was obtained by including in the tr:msport codes a
realisticdescription of the electronic structure of DNA.

• A collaborative effort with Dr. M.N. Varma of DOE has established that hit-size

effectiveness functions in 1-_tm cellular volumes accurately predict available
radiobiological data. This makes proportional counters available at the present time
applicable to radiation protection

• Major components of our research activities involve oncogenic transformation assays. In
a collaboration with the Medical Research Council in the U.K., we have investigated
structure activity relationships for the potential oncogenicity of a new generation of
bioreductive drugsthat functionas hypoxiccytotoxins.

• Experimental and theoretical investigation of the "inverse dose rate effect", whereby
mediumLET radiationsactually produce an enhancedeffect when the dose is protracted,
is now at a point where the basic mechanisms are reasonably understood - and the
complex interplaybetween dose, dose rate and radiationquality which is necessary for the
effect to be presentcan now be predicted- at least in vitro.

• In termsof early radiobiologicaldamage,a quantitative link has been establishedbetween
basic energydeposition and "locallymultiplydamaged sites", the radiochemicalprecursor
of DNA double strandbreaks;specifically,the spatial and energy deposition requirements
necessary to formLMDs have been evaluated.

• For the first time, a mechanicallyunderstood "biological fingerprint" of high-LET
radiation has been established. Specifically measurementof the ratio of inter-to intra-
chromosomal aberrationsproduces a unique signaturefromalpha-particlesor neutrons.

• For the first time, cells of human origin have been transformedby a single dose of _-
particles (10 cGy) which produce tumors in immune-suppressedmice. SSCP analysis



failed to reveal any changes in p53. However, transfection studies are consistent with the
measure of an activated dominant oncogene in these cells. We are currently working on
isolating this gene. We have studied a large collection of (40) neutron transformed C3H
10T1/2 cells for damages in the ras oncogenes. Using the technique of SSCP analysis, no
altered ras gene were detected in this large survey.

• Development of a mechanistically-based extension to the linear-quadratic model to
account for reoxygeration and redistribution.

• Development of a mechanistically based radiation biomarker which allows high-LET
induced biological damage to be distinguished from x-ray or chemically induced damage.

• Normal human endothelial cells respond with exquisite sensitivity to ionizing radiations.
Dose responses for chromosomal changes in late G2 cells have been produced down to
0.012Gy and contrasted with GI cells (0.5 to 8 Gy). There is a 15 x variation in
chromosome aberration yield through the cell cycle at low doses. Adequate
characterization of no_vnal human cells of diverse origins is necessary for appropriate
characterisation of radiation responsiveness.

• Previous studies on mouse tumors induced by exposure to 0.44 MeV neutrons showed
that 4 of 24 tumors had specific mutations in Kras. To determine if the same were true in
vitro C3H 10T 1/2 cells were transformed by monoenergetic 6 MeV neutrons using a
single dose of 0.6 cGy. DNA from 35 foci were analyzed for Nras or Kras mutations by
either SSCP analysis or by cycle sequencing of PCR amplified fragments. Our results
failed to identify any ras mutations in neutron transformed C3H 10T1/2 cells. These
results would argue that neutrons do not lead to activation of ras oncogenes and future
studies will need to focus on other oncogenes or a strategy which can screen for any
activated oncogene.

• Human uroepithelial cells (HUC) and human epidermal kerotinocytes transformed by
radon-daughter simulated o_particle and neutrons have been partially analyzed. Our initial
findings are that in all of the tumors studied the causitive event was activation of a
dominant oneogene. This conclusion is based on mouse cell fusion studies. We are
currently using RNA arbitrarily primed (RAP) as a method of identifying differences
between normal and transformed cells and to identify potential similarities within cells
transformed with the same radiation. We are also attempting to directly identify
transforming genes in these cell lines, cDNA libraries constructed in an EBV expression
vector will be used to transfect normal human cells and screened by tumor formation in
mice.

• A study has been published on the excited states in cytosine and guanine stocks.

• A collaborative effort with Dr. Wuu has resulted in a new formation for the survival

probability of cells exposed to radioactive sources.

• A group composed ofDrs. Varma, Bond Braby, Feinendogen and Zaider has published, at
the request of the Journal for Radiological Protection, an extended review article on the

• topic of hit size effectiveness.
0



The detailed treatment of radiation interaction with DNA targets has been extended to
obtain simulatneously information on direct and indirect effects.

The productivity of the Laboratory continues at a high level, as evidenced by the steady
stream of papers to peer-reviewed journals during the year, and invitations to members of the
staff to participate in national and international meetings. Senior faculty are frequently called
upon as consultants, reviewers and site visitors by government and private bodies.

Dr. Hall continues to serve on the BRER (Biological Research on the Effects of Radiation)
Committee of the National Academy of Sciences as well as Committee 1 and the Board of
Directors of NCRP while Dr. Geard serves on the American Cancer Society Study Section in
Prevention Diagnosis and Therapy.

Drs. Brenner and Hall have been invited to serve in the BEIR VI Committee of the National

Academy of Sciences charged with reviewing risk estimates for radon.

Dr. Zaider has been invited to serve as a member of the Evaluation Team set up by the DOE
Undersecretary for Environmental Health and Safety.

Dr. Kliauga has been elected as a full member of the European Radiation Dosimetry Working
Group 10, preparing a report on low pressure proportional counters in microdosimetry.
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STAFF NEWS

Dr. Eric Hall was awarded the Gold Medal of the American Society of Therapeutic Radiology
and Ontology, the highest award of that Society.

Dr. David Brenner continues to serve on the Council of the Radiation Research Society.

Dr. Charles Geard continues to serve on the Cell Biology Advisory Committee of the
American Cancer Society.

The 4th Edition (1994) of the highly successful textbook "Radiobiology for the Radiologist"
authored by Dr. Eric Hall has been published by J. B. Lippincott Company.

Dr. Zaider was promoted to Professor of Clinical Radiation Oncology, Dr. Brenner to
Professor of Radiation Ontology with tenure and Dr. Lieberman to Associate Professor of
Clinical Radiation Ontology, Dr. Hei to Associate Professor with tenure and Dr. Miller to
Associate Professor of Clinical Radiation Ontology.

Drs. Keiji Suzuki, Jianmin Cao and Haiying Hang joined the laboratory as post-doctoral
fellows. Dr. Pandita joined the Center as Associate Research Scientist from the MD
Anderson Hospital.



THE COLUMBIA COLLOQUIUM AND LABORATORY SEMINARS

At intervals of approximately one month during the academic year, a regular colloquium has
been held to discuss ongoing research. Dr. C. Z. Chang organized them and scheduled the
speakers. These have been attended by the professional staff, graduate students, and senior
technical staff of this Laboratory and RARAF, as well as scientists from other departments of
the College of Physicians & Surgeons interested in collaborative research. Attention has
focused on recent findings and future plans, with special emphasis on the on the inter-
disciplinary nature of our research effort.

During the year, we have been pleased to welcome a number of visitors who have presented
formal seminars and/or spent time discussing ongoing research with various members of the
Laboratory. These have included Dr. Salahud-Din, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, NY, Dr.
Brooke Mossman, University of Vermont, Dr. Margaret Lehane, British Nuclear Fuels,
Berkeley, U.K., Dr. Tej Pandita, The University of Texas, Prof. Ged Adams, MRC
Radiobiology Unit, U.K., Dr. Jianmin Cao, Colorado State University, Dr. Nanette Van Loon,
University of California, SF, Dr. William Bennett, National Cancer Institute, Dr. Mark L.
Shibuya, Colorado State University, Dr. Ryuichi Okayasu, Thomas Jefferson University
Hospital, Philadelphia, Dr. Lester Peters, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Texas.
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* Partially or wholly supported _3 the Department of Energy



TEACHING

Dr. Eric Hall taught in the Oncology Section of the course on "Abnormal Human Biology" for
. second-year medical students. In addition, a laboratory elective for medical students in

"Cellular and Radiation Biology" was offered by Drs. Hall and Geard.

Drs. Brenner and Lieberman taught a course, "Radiation and Life" for non-science
undergraduates, under the auspices of the Department of Biological Sciences. Dr. Brenner
has taught a new course "Radon, Risk and Remedy" in the School of Public Health. He is
supervising the Ph.D. work of Augustinus Ong, in the School of Public Health.

Dr. Zaider is the Director of the Graduate Program in Medical Physics/Health Physics, offered
jointly by the School of Public Health and the College of Physicians & Surgeons. He has also
joined the Medical Physics program at the School of Engineering, Columbia University. He
was invited to participate in several Thesis Examination Committees, at the Department of
Physics, at the Department of Nuclear engineering, and at the School of Public Health.

During the Fall, a didactic course in Radiobiology was given by Drs. Hall, Geard, Brenner,
Freyer, Hei, Miller, and Lieberman, for Columbia Presbyterian residents in Radiation
Ontology and other institutions in the New York area. Drs. Hall and Geard also taught a
course in Radiobiology for residents in Diagnostic Radiology. A similar course was taught at
Montefiore Hospitals, as well as a one-day refresher course. Drs. Geard and Miller lectured
to Radiological Technologists at United Hospitals, Port Chester, NY.

Dr. Kliauga taught an experimental course on "Nuclear Instrumentation", for MS. students.
Drs. Zaider and Brenner are lecturing on radiation effects in the courses entitled "Industrial
Toxicology" and "Environmental Sciences," while Dr. Geard is lecturing in the course
"Environmental and Molecular Toxicology." Additionally, Dr. Zaider is conducting a
laboratory on the detection, measurement, and risk evaluation of radon in housing
environments.

Dr. Oreg Freyer teaches in the Medical Genetic and Cell Biology and Anatomy Programs at
Columbia University. He is also a member of the Summer High School Science Teacher
Program, and hosts a high school teacher, in his laboratory.
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MICRODOSIMETRY OF BRACHYTHERAPY SOURCES

Paul Kliauga and C.S. Wu

Last year we began a study of low energyphoton sourceswith the intent of supplying
microdosimetficdata necessaryfor the determinationof biologicaleffectivenessof these
radiations.Systemsfor quantifying the biological effectivenessof different radiations for
purposesof radiationprotectioncurrentlyrely on theassignmentof a numericalvaluecalled
the qualityfactor, which multipliesthe absorbeddose,D, to provide a quantitycalleddose
equivalent,H:

//=Q.D.
Q is givenas a functionof LET, andtheresultingquantityH for a givenLET is supposedto
representthe doseof the radiationof interestwhichproducesthesamebiologicaleffect asan
absorbeddoseD of x-raysor6°Co.
The limitationsof LET as a parameterfor definingradiationquality are well known, and
alternative approachesbased on microdosimetficprinciples have been suggested,using
specificqualityfunctionsq(y), asthemicrodosimetricequivalentof the qualityfactor Q_ET).
Q(y) for photonscanbe obtainedfrom the initialslopesof doseresponsecurvesfor a given
"biologicalendpoint:

a i = Ifl(y)fi(y)dy
where the ai are the initial slopes and theft(y) are the single event microdosimetric spectra for
radiation i.

We report here some measurements on commonly used brachytherapy sources. These
measurements were all made with the same non-metallic wall-less proportional counter
described in last year's report _. This counter was developed especially for microdosimetry of
low energy photons, so that metallic structures normally found in proportional counters would
not distort the secondary electron spectrum. The photoelectric cross section is sensitive to
atomic number, varying as z*, and the high-z metals in normal counters produce a secondary
electron spectrum which is too energetic because of the dominance of photoelectrons. With
the collaboration of Dr. C.S. Wu of the Radiation Ontology Department, we obtained needles
of _2sIand _°3Pdand measured spectra as a function of depth in several materials: A150 tissue
equivalent plastic (TE), polystyrene (PS), and solid water (SW). Some of these spectra are
shown below. These depth measurements were performed by embedding the source needle in
a cylindrical plug of the appropriate absorber and inserting the entire plug through the exterior
of the outer spherical shell, with the needle at approximately the surface of the outer sphere.
Because of the geometry of the counter, we were limited to plug thickness of 2.1 cm to insure
that all primary photons reaching the sensitive volume passed through the plug. More
extensive experiments are now planned in which the counter will be placed inside of a larger
housing, allowing for essentially unlimited depth dose measurements.
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Figure 2. Dose distributionsof Pd for three different materialsat
1.0 cm depth.

The differences between the I spectrum and the Pd spectrum are evident in Fig. 1. The slightly
lower energy Palladium, at 21 keV, shows a substantial difference compared with the 28 keV
Iodine photon. However, there does not appear to be a major difference between TE and solid
water at 2.1 cm depth.
Figure 2 shows the dependence of the dose distributions on the material of the absorber used.
There is an interesting difference which shows consistently in all such comparisons, which is
that the TE spectrum is always a bit "harder than those of polystyrene or solid water, which
are microdosimetrically equivalent. This may be due to the small amounts of high z materials

12



incorporated into tissue equivalent plastic, such as calcium and fluorine. However, tiffs
difference is no longer apparent at greater depth. Fig. 3, which shows the material dependence
of the spectra at 2.1 cm (the largest depth attainable with the current geometry) reveals no
substantial differences between any of the materials.

MaterialDependence:Pdat2.1cminA150TE,
SolidWater,andPolystyrene
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Figure 3. Dose distributionsof Pd for three materials at 2.1 cm
depth.
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Figure 4. Dose distributionsof 12Slfor three materialsat 1.0
cm depth.
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The same behavior can be observed for Iodine in Figures 4 and 5. Again, at 1.0 cm depth, the
Iodine spectrum in TE is noticeably "harder" with the peak shifted toward lower lineal
energies compared to the same depths of PS or SW. Just as fc, Oalladi:.:m,however, the
difference becomes negligible at greater depth at 2.1 cm, seen in Fi_,=.e 5.

Material Dependence: I at 2.1 cm in A150 Te,
Solid Water, and Polystyrene
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RISK ASSESSMENT FOR HZE PARTICLES: THE IMPORTANCE OF WALL

EFFECTS IN EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS

Paul Kliauga

" Theory and Background

' The basic theory of wall effects in microdosimetry has been discussed in many places in the
literature, but the definitive treatment of it was given about 20 years ago by Kellerer _ 2, and
the treatment here follows his. Basically, the wall effect occurs whenever there is a
discontinuity in density. In a conventional proportional counter, the gas cavity simulating a
tissue region is surrounded by a ,solid wall, usually of tissue equivalent plastic. The fact that
particle tracks can have branches of secondaries and tertiaries leads to distortions _f the track
patterns in the cavity because angular relations are not preserved when a particle track
repeatedly crosses the boundary between gas and solid wall. In Kellerer's treatment, the
charged particle tracks in the wall are short compared to the dimensions of the cavity, so that
the boundary of the cavity as seen from by the track from outside the cavity appears as a
plane. This is not always the case with HZE particles, which can have a substantial range in
solids, but the basic argument remains valid, although quantitative estimates may be different.
Types of Wall Effect

Delta Ray Effect

Figure l a depicts a charged particle
which enters the cavity _,
simultaneously with one of its delta i

rays. The entrance points of the two
tracks into the cavity may be far _."" _ _,

tat umfoodensity case they would be separate _l
events in regions of the same
simulated size (Fig. lb). The wall _P'_,,_/_:
eitect thus tends to make larger delta
ray energy deposits, but fewer of o) b)
them. This effect is most important Figure1. Illustrationof thedelta-rayeffect.
for heavychargedparticles.

Re-entry effect

The re-entry effect, illustrated in Fig.2, is important only for low energy electrons. An electron
in a cavity may leave, curl around, and reenter. As in the delta-ray effect, the geometry is such
that the electron may not reenter the same microscopic region in the uniform density case.

0

• 1Kellerer,A.M., Event simultaneityincavities.Theoryof the distortionsof energydepositionin proportional
counters.Rad. Res. 48, 216 (1971)

2Kellerer,A.M., An assessmentofwall effectsin microdosimetricmeasurements.Radiat. Res. 47, 377 (1971).
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This type of wall effect may be neglected for HZE

particles, in which the delta-ray effect is _/'
predominant for electrons.

V-Effect

A spallation or fragmentation event occurring in the
wall of a normal counter may produce two or more
particles which then enter the cavity, as in Figure a) b)

3a. In the uniform densitycase,theentry pointsmay Figure2. Illustrationof thereentryeffect.
be far enough apart that they would be separate
events in microscopic regions of the same size. Just

"', as in the delta-ray effect, the distortion caused by

X the geometry tends to produce energy deposition
-,(-,_ events which are too large, and reduces the number

of them. In all cases, the ,vail effect distorts the
' energy deposition spectrum toward too many

large events, and too few small events.
a_ b_ There is one further point worth mentioning. This is

Figure3. The V-effeel. that, as is clear from the diagrams, the wall effect is
a geometric effect, and as the size of the cavity goes to zero, the wall effect would likewise go
to zero. Thus, even for a walled counter, the wall effect is less for a physically smaller
counter than for a larger counter simulating the same site size. This is an important
point for design of proportional counters which are not wall-less but are used for
measurement of HZE particles.

Direct and Indirect Events

a) b) a) b)

Figure4. Direct (a) and indirect(b) eventsin the Figure5.Direct(a)andindirect(b)eventsinthecavity
uniformdensitycase. case,

With heavychargedparticles,thereis a further distortionof thespectrumwhich is due to the
geometry of walled counters.Figures4b and 5b illustratethe passageof a heavy particle
outsideof the sensitivevolume, but injecting delta rays into it (what is calledan "indirect
event"). Note that in thecaseof uniform density,fewer delta raysenter the sensitivevolume
thaninthe cavitycase,againproducinga smallerenergydepositioneventthanin thecavity.In
addition, it is clear that particlespassingfurther from the cavity boundarythan the delta ray
range in the solid will not inject any delta rays at all Thus the effect of the wall is not only to
distort the energy deposition spectrum of indirect events, but to suppress the number of
such events. This suppression can be quite severe, as will be shown below in the
experimental evidenc_

16



In radiobiological applications of microdosimetric data involving HZE particles indirect events
are of utmost importance, This is because the track core of these particles have such a high
LET that most of its energy is "wasted", in the sense that it is not used to produce biological
effect; a cell can only b_.trilled once. Therefore, for these particles_ much of the bLo.loeical
.e.ffectother tha.n cell killine comes from indirect events_ and measurement of snect.ra
with waIMess counters becomes essential.

Experimental Evidence

There has been a limited amount of heavy ion microdosimetry data accumulated with wall-
less counters as compared with standard walled types. The technology for construction and
use of this type of counter unfortunately is not as widespread as standard "Rossi" type
counters. One reason is probably that while there are commercial sources for walled
proportional counters, there are none for wall-less types. As a result, these tend to be one-of-
a-kind individually constructed research instruments, and not coincidentally, the greater
number of them have been built and/or used by the Center for Radiological Research at
Columbia. Harald Rossi recognized the consequences of the wall effect early in the
development of microdosimetry, and explored various methods of producing wall-less
counters just a few years after the first "Rossi" counter, and before Kellerer's theoretical
treatment.
Princeton Particle Accelerator: 3.9 GeV N
One of the earliest data for heavy ions was

published bY g°dgers et" al'3" The wail'less [ ]counter they used is shown in Fig. 5, and is a type
still in use. It consists of a sensitive volume /../ "_'",
defined by a tissue equivalent(TE) plastic / ,/_

spherical grid, / /-IJ!i __'-"" "_
which is about / _..

-" ""° '®""" transparent, ! _:t_"-_---..... t._providing a _

semi-wall less \ / /_ _

environment. "_ ____

,3 _, The spherical '\ \

" ! counter is ""-... ]

_J/ i mounted inside f 1
• ,i \ of a spherical Fig. 5. A "sphere-in-sphere"typewall-less

\" shell filled with counter.The gridis TE plastic,about90%
' _', TE gas. The transparent.

/I ',

/ _.--- ....... degree of wall-lessnes is determined by the relative sizes of• |_) 40 IO tO ¢

_[k.v/,,,,i the counter and the shell, and this type of counter has been
' Fig. 6. Dose distributionsin lineal built in two varieties. Both usea 10.16cm (4 inch) ]1) shell.

energy for walled and wall-less One has a 6.4ram (1/4inch) counter, the other a 25.4turncounters.FromRodgersetal.

3Rodgers, R.C., Dicello, J.F. and Gross, W., The Biophysical properties of 3.9 GeV nitrogen ions: II.
Microdosimetry. Radiat. Res. 54, 12-23 (1973).
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(one inch) counter. The counter used by Rodgers was of the 25.4mm variety.
A comparison of dose distributions in lineal energy as measured by both the wall-less counter
and a standard walled Rossi counter for 3.9 GeV nitrogen ions is shown in Fig.6. These data
were taken at plateau position on the Bragg peak, and clearly show the wall effect on these
spectra: 1) the walled counter spectrum shows _,much larger proportion of large events in the
region beyon,a the peak at 20 keV/lam, and 2) there is a corresponding lack of small events in
the region below the peak. Dose mean lineal energy values are 24 keV/_tm and 18 keV/I,tm
respectively, for the walled and wall-less data. The ratio of dose mean values is 75% at the
plateau and 92% near the peak. It shouM be noted that the wall-less counter used is only an
improvement over the walled counter, but certainly not completely wall-less at these
energies. ,4 smaller diameter counter or larger container wouM have shown an even larger
effect than the substantial 25% difference observed here.
Early Bevalac Experiments
About ten years ago, a series of physics and biology experiments were initiated at the Bevalac
to investigate the biological effectiveness of HZE particles. The physics included both
dosimetry and microdosimetry, and the P.I of this proposal was a major participant, especially
in the microdosimetry. Initial efforts were undertaken with what was available at the time,

which was the type of
counter described above in

B Fig. 5, of which both a 6.4
!
i F_eF mm and 25.4 mm existed.
i This type of counter (sphere-

, cA o .... ....,, inside-a-sphere) will
-- . 244 m - henceforth be called an S&S

Fig. 7. Schematic of the large tank counter used at the Bevalac. counter. Later, a counter
"E"represents the position of a 6.4ram right circular cylindrical described as the "heavy ion
proportionalcounter, counter" was built, and finally
a large tank with a 6.54 mm cylindricalcounterinsidewas constructedon site(Fig. 7). Data
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Figure 8. Lineal energy distributionsfor 450 MeV/amu40At taken with 6.4mm S&S counter.
Frequencydistributionontheleft,dosedistributiononright,
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for 450 MeV/amu 40At at plateau taken with the 6.4 mm S&S are shown in Fig. 84 . It is to
be noted that the characteristic double peak shape of heavy ions is apparent, with the "delta
ray peak" accounting for about 40% of the dose, and about 90% of the event frequency.
A major weakness in these early experiments was the rather large cut-off at the low energy
end of the spectrum in most of the spectra measured (the spectra shown above are an
exception). This was caused by severe electrical noise problems in the preamplifier and other
associated electronics. It was correlated with the beam, and some diminution was

. ac:omplished with radical shielding techniques, but it could not be eliminated. Thus many
spectra had a cut-off at about 10 keV/gm, which was too large to observe the delta ray peaks
in most cases. This is the reason most of this data was never published. However, some
information can still be obtained from this data by looking at the dose mean lineal energy
values. This quantity is not so sensitive to the low-y cut-off value, as has been verified
experimentally, but would still show the consequence of the wall effect from the increased
number of large events. Tables I and II below summarize the dose mean lineal energy values
for all of the spectra measured with the two S&S counters at various positions on the Bragg
CUrve.

Table I. Summary of dose mean lineal energy, yD, and y*(corrected for saturation) for
450 MeV/amu 4°At presented for two counters and four site diameters (gm).Units for

y in keV/gm.
Site Diameter Counter Position yD y_
1 0.64 plateau 84.3 43.4
1 2.54 plateau 136 62.8
1 0.64 ascending 242 46.6
1 2.54 ascending 316 41.1
1 0.64 peak 539- 33.3
1 2.54 peak 564 28.3
1 0.64 tail 305 40.0
1 2.54 tail 461 39.4

Table II. Summary of dose mean lineal energy,.yD, and y* (corrected for saturation)
for 400 MeV/amu _2Cpresented for two counters and four site diameters (gm). Units

for y in keV/gm.
Site Diameter Counter Position yD y,
1 0.64 plateau 13.3 12.8
1 2.54 plateau 27.2 24.6
1 0.64 ascending 70.8 51.8
1 2.54 ascending 100 55.8
1 0.64 peak 195 59.1
1 2.54 peak 242 48.1
1 0.64 tail 39.0 28.1
1 2.54 tail 43.5 27.9

• 4Kliauga,P., Colvett,R.D., Goodman, L.J. and Lam, Y.M., Microdosimetryof 400 MeV/amu 12C and 450
MeV/amu 4OAr Beams, 1173-1183 in SixthSymp. On Microdosimetry,J. Boozand H.G. Ebert, Eds.
HarwoodAcademic Pub., Lor,don(1978).
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If one compares data for the same site size (ll_m) and two different counters (2.54 and

0.64 mm) the trend of the data is unmistakable. The smaller counter (a greater degree
of wall-lessness) always shows a smaller YD,as would be expected from theory. Although
the 0.64 mm counter is still not wall-less enough at these energies, it is a fair approximation,
and clearly shows the magnitude of the wall effect compared to the 2.54 cm counter. At the
plateau, ratios of yt) vary from 0.5 to 0.6 for Ar and C respectively. This compares favorably
with Rodger's value of 0.25 for the much less energetic (278 MeV/amu) N ions. The ratios

i

increase from plateau to peak, as predicted by theory.
Late Bevala¢ Experiments
After initial experiments with these counters, O.100

experiments were done with the large tank (Fig.
7) in collaboration with a group from PNL.s
Rather than using a broad beam, these °°"" ,
experiments utilized a focused beam and a

position sensitive detector (PSD) to obtain __ °'*'0 , *

spectral information as a function of impact
parameter, i.e., distance of the particle from the o.o,
center of the counter. Unfortunately, the PNI_

• A| ,,-
group responsible for most of the data o*®, o.o, 0., , ,0 ,,0
acquisition had much the same experimental =,,._,=.,,,.._,,
difficulties as the earlier experiments, including Figure O. Frequency distribution in specific

energyfor600 MeV/amuFe ions.
,o,_ - excessive noise, but also compounded by problems with

t

another detector, i.e. the PSD, which had poor resolution.
This meant that corrections were necessary to the spectra,

'0' since the PSD did not distinguish properly between directffb)p _r a 1.3 i_a'_
I)i6aun.er_

and indirect events. Nevertheless, some data were

/ obtained, and Fig. 9 shows a frequency distribution for10-_

600 MeV/amu Fe ions. Note that this distribution is for

specific energy rather than the usual lineal energy.
,.-' However, the two are related by a constant of

proportionality, which is geometry dependent, and for the
cylindrical geometry of this counter, is simply

'0" where z is in Gy and
y(keV / gin) = 6.242 • z • V V is the sensitive

,0-,. volume in lain3. Analysis of this spectrum shows that 78%
i_ 4 8 12 le 20 34R.,__,,m b,,, of the events are in the "delta ray peak". This experiment,

Ranlu=

Fig. 10. Comparison of frequency since it obtained information as a function of impact
mean specific energy and mean parameter, b, is able to compare the frequency mean
radialdose.Seetext. specific energy as a function of b with the radial dose

distributionas a functionof b. This is shownin Fig. ]0.

s Mettirlg, N.F., Rossi, H.H., Braby, L.A., Kliauga,P.J., Howard,J., Zaider, M., Schimmerling,W., Wong, M.,
and Rapkin, M., Microdosimetry near the trajectory of high-energy heavy ions, Radiat. Res. 116, 183-195
(198L_).
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The solid and dashed lines are the radial dose distributions as calculated from models of

Chatterjee & Schaefer6 and Zhung, Dunn and Katz7 . The horizontal width of each rectangle
indicates the range over which zr, was averaged, and the vertical width is proportional to the
number of events detected. The experimentally determined radial absorbed dose is calculated
from the product of ZFand the event frequency, and is shown as the lower set of rectangles,
which are in substantial agreement with the theoretical models cited. There are two important
thing to note: 1) beyond about 5 ram, the frequency mean specific energy is essentially

. constant, since it arises from single electron passages, which deposit about the same amount
of energy, and 2) yr, which does not take into account zero events, is about two orders of
magnitude larger than the mean radial dose. It is the stochastic microdosimetric
parameter which is of greater relevance to biological effect.
BNL Tandem Van de Graaff

More recently, a series of experiments were performed at the Brookhaven national Laboratory
Tandem Van de Graaf. Microdosimetry as well as dosimetry were done in conjunction with
biology. The counter used for the microdosimetry was
the heavy ion counter alluded to earlier and shown in
cross section in Fig. 11. This consists of a brass tube with
tissue equivalent A150 plastic end pieces. The pieces are
molded in such a shape that particle entering in a parallel
beam pass through the same thickness of plastic. This
counter was designed in this way for use with HZE
particles at B the Bevalac, and was so used for a brief
time before construction of the large tank. At
Brookhaven, the energies of the ions are comparatively
low, and a thin mylar window (3 micrometer thick) was
substituted for one of the plastic end caps. The cylinder is
approximately 30.5 cm diameter by 30.5 cm length. A
1/4" cylindrical counter is mounted offset from center to
provide a long gas path. This counter was used to Fig. 11.The"heavyioncounter"
measure a large range of heavy ion LETs employing ions from protons to Ca.

eChatterjee,A. And Schaefer, H.J., Microdosimetricstrucure of heavy ion tracks in tissue, Radiat. Environ.
Biophys.13, 215-227 (1976).

_Zhang, Chunxiang,Dunn, D.E., and Katz, R., Radia/distributionof dose and cross-section for the inactivation
of dry enzymes and viruses, Radiat. Prot. Desire.13, 215-218 91985).
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Figure 12. (a) Dosedistributions(left) and(b) frequencydistributions(right)for 110 MeV oxygen
ions,about380 keV/iJ.m.

Figure 12 is a set of spectra for l l0 MeV oxygen ions at about 380 keV/mm taken at different
gas pressures to simulate site diameters from 500nm to 10nm. While these spectra were taken
to demonstrate the capability of this counter to measure spectra at reduced pressures
simulating quite small site sizes, they are of interest here because they show the nature of the
"delta ray peaks" quite effectively, These spectra are unique in that they are the only known
wall-less measurements for the same beam over a wide range of gas pressures, showing the
behavior of the delta ray peak as site size changes. It has long been obvious that the delta ray
peaks must arise from the passage of many delta rays in the same event, because the lineal

energy of these peaks is too large for single electron passages. The spectra in Fig. 12 b
confirm this, and also show that most of the electrons which make up those delta ray peaks
are stoppers, i.e., low energy electrons which stop within the sensitive site. This may be
deduced from the fact that as gas pressure is reduced., i.e., site size becomes smaller, the delta
ray peak moves toward larger values of lineal energy. This is characteristic of stopper-type
particles. Since y = AE / i, a crosser particle will deposit energy proportional to the LET of

the particle; but a stopper deposits an almost constant energy which changes slowly with site
size, so y will vary almost inversely with site size. Thus it is possible to identify the delta ray
peak with energy deposition by a number of electrons injected into the sensitive site by a
primary particle passing close to, but outside of the sensitive site, much like the illustration in
Figs. 4b and 5b. As per the discussion relative to those figures, a walled counter will not even
be able to see most of those events, which will be severely suppressed.
The question arises whether this is of any consequence to the determination of risk factors.

The answer is quite likely in the case of HZE particles. Especially alter passing through
absorber or shielding material, the degradation of energy increases the LET of the primary
particles. The delta ray spectrum becomes "softer", with a consequent decrease in the size of
the delta ray "wall effect" as observed in a decrease between YDas measured by different
counters at the Bevalac (Tables I and II). However, for these HZE particles, yD is of little
relevance. The passage of such high LET particles through a cell invariably produces cell
killing, and quite inefficiently, since most of the energy is "wasted", once the LET is greater
than about 120 keWI.tm. A cell can only be killed once. The greater part of any other
biological effect must therefore arise from the delta rays, which for a slowing down particle
can deposit significant amounts of energy from "outsider" particles, with lineal energies
between 10 and 100 keV/ktm. The only way to account for these effects properly is by using a
frequency-oriented microdosimetric method such as the Hit-Size Effectiveness Function. In
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such a treatment, the delta ray contributionsare vital to determinationof risk estimates.
Measurements with walledcountersjust cannot be used for these determinations.Therefore,it
is the conclusion of this study that wall-less counter measurements are essentialto any
microdosimetricallybased methof of risk assessment for HZE particles. Even where such
devices are impractical,as e.g. on the space shuttle or aircraft,ground based measurements
are an essential adjunctto conventionalwalledcounter measurements.
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A STUDY OF THE EXCITED STATES IN CYTOSINE AND GUANINE STACKS IN THE

HARTREE-FOCK AND EXCITON APPROXIMATIONS

Marian Grobelsek-Vracko and Marco Zaider

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper we presentcalculationsof"the electronic excited statesof"cytosine and guanine
stacksin the Hartree-Fock selfconsistentfield (HT SCF) andexciton approximation. Because
of' their central role in biochemistry,therehavebeennumeroustheoretical studiesof"polymers
built from nucleotide bases,base pairs or nucleotides.The earlier calculationshave been
performed with semi-empiricalmethods(3). Basestacks(poly- cytosine,guanine,thymineand
adenine) have been treated in the HF SCF crystal orbital approximation (6) and the
polycytosine has been treated beyond the Hanree-Fock level using the many-body
perturbation theory (7).

Of"specialinterest in this respectareexcitons(i.e. the excitedelectron - hole bound states). In
certain periodic systemsthe excited electrons belong to non-localizedstates that could be
responsible for long-range charge and energy transport along the chain. This occurs in
metallic-bondedcrystals,semiconductorsandsomepolymers (8). Although there is no direct
experimentalevidence for conductivity of' this kind in DNA or related polymers (9), charge
and energy transfer remainpossiblewith a hoppingmechanism(]0): it meansthat the excited
electron does not move along the chain,but locally recombinesgiving the energy to the
equivalently-bonded neighbor electron. In this manner the primary excitation is moved to the
neighboring cell and along the chain (11). In our treatment the excitons are located over
several elementary unit cells thus providing the overlap necessary for the hopping process.
This particular situation concerning excitons that are neither well-localized nor totally de-
localized requires sophisticated theoretical models, such as the intermediate exciton theory
(12, 13, 1.4).This is briefly described below.

Measurements that are related to the present calculations are photo-absorption and emission,
and electron energy loss spectra. In photo-absorption the molecule absorbs the photon and
undergoes electronic excitation. The momentum transfer from photon to the polymer is zero
(or negligible). On the other hand, in electron-scattering processes the electrons can transfer
momentum to the electronic system. The momentum transfer has been included in our
calculations. In the theoretical description of absorption the transition dipole moments also
play an important role (15, 16). They are the topic of some of our current research.

2. CALCULATIONAL M_THODS

2. l. THE HARTREE-FOCK APPROXIMATION

The Hanree-Fock approximation is one of the basic methods in the theoretical treatment of
many-electron systems and it is widely used in theoretical chemistry. The basic ideas are as
follows (for more details see gel. 1,2 and references quoted therein):

In the description of' a system of interacting electrons and ions one is looking for solutions of'
the time-independent Schr6dinger equation:

( T + V+ W) _F=e _F (1)
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Here T is the electron kinetic-energy operator and V is a potential that describes the electron-
nuclei and nuclei-nuclei interaction. The nuclei are assumed fixed (the so-called Born-

Oppenheimer approximation). Furthermore, W is the operator describing the electron-electron
Coulomb interaction. The solutions are the eigenenergies, e, and the many-body

eigenfunctions, _P.The Hartree-Fock approximation rests on two basic assumptions:

First, W is chosen as a Slater determinant of one-electron functions _i(/_)(,'he j-th electron in
, state 'T').

t_l(1)ct(1) t_l(1)lS(l) .. 0n/2(1)_(1)

.. ..

= _/_ .... (2)

q_l(n)tx(n) qh(n)13(n) .. %/2(n)13(n)

It is assumed that there are n (even) electrons in the system and the n/2 lowest energy states

are doubly occupied with electrons of opposite spin [o_(0and 13(i)].

Second, W is replaced with the unknown potential F. This potential and the set of functions
_i(/) are determined so that the total energy of the system [see the Eq. (4) below] is minimal.
Formally, it leads to the problem of solving a system of nonlinear coupled equations:

n12

(r +r')a,_¢r,) +_[2 Sdr_,t,,¢r_)W(r,,r_)a,,(r_)a,_(r,)
, (3)

-J dr:O, (r2)W(r_,r2)_, (r,)q_a(r2)] = ea_ a(r_)

Here ea are orbital electron energies corresponding to the orbitals _a(r) and
1

W(r 1, r2)- ir1 _ r21. The total ground state energy in the Hartree-Fock approximation is:

n12 .E= ,___2e,+ 2[_dr_dr:O,(r_)Os(r_)W(r_,r_)O,(r_)Os(r 2) (4)
i i,J

-_dr,dr_¢,,(r,)_j (r_)w(r,,r_)cp,.(r,yp,(r,.)]

The Hartree-Fock theory can also be applied to systems with translational symmetry (2). In
such systems a group of atoms, which form the so-called unit cell, is repeatedly translated in
one (or two or three) dimension. These systems provide models for the theoretical study of
crystals, in particular polymers. As a consequence of the translational symmetry the orbital
energies and the orbital wave functions can be classified according to the crystal momentum k,
related to the first Brillouin zone, and band indices n

en(k) and O,,(r). • (5)
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A further extension of the Hartree-Foek theory to systems with helical symmetry (i.e. a
translation combined with rotation around the translation axis) is also possible (17). A
comprehensive library of computer codes is available to perform Hartree-Fock calculations for
molecules and periodic systems.

The Hartree-Fock approximation describes the ground state properties (the ground state
energy, charge density, geometry, etc.) very well. In contrast, excitation energies are poorly
described; they are typically up to 50% too large (1, 2). This is due primarily to the neglect of
correlation effects. The description of the excited states in the so-called "exciton picture" is an
attempt to correct this situation. The physical content of the exciton approximation is the
inclusion in the calculation of the interaction between excited electron (situated into the
unoccupied band) and the hole left behind.

2.2. THE INTERMEDIATE EXCITON THEORY

Our treatment here follows Re£ (14). Assume that the Hartree-Fock problem has been solved

for the system under consideration and the n/2 lowest orbitals _i(/) with energies ei are doubly
occupied. The wave function is taken, as already mentioned, as a Slater determinant of
occupied orbitals.

In the exciton picture one occupied orbital in the determinant is replaced with an unoccupied
one. In a periodic systems we replace the occupied orbital with band index 0 and crystal
momentum k with an unoccupied orbital with band index u and momentum (k+K). Here K is
the exciton momentum. In this representation the Schr6dinger equation, Eq. (1), for the
excited states becomes:

(e,(k + K)-eo(k))A,.o.,(g)+ _ A,,,o.k.(g){< uk ok + glu'k' o'k'+g >- (6)
it',o',k'

g < uk ok + KIo'k'+K u'k'>} = E(K)A,.o,,(K)

For a discrete grid of k-points located in the first Brillouin zone Eq. (6) becomes a matrix
equation with eigenvectors A(K) and eigenvalues E(K). The following notation for two-
electron integrals has been used in Eq. (6):

< uk ok + Klu'k' o'k'+K >= _dr_dr=O_*(r_)O'°*+x(r=)dP"*'(r')O°'k'+x(r:) (7)Ir,-rl

One takes g=0 for triplet, and g=2 for singlet excitons. For each K and spin (singlet or triplet)
the system of equations, Eq. (6), has an infinite number of solutions (if k tends to infinity).
We expect, however, that the solutions remainwithin a finite range of energy values.

By setting u=u' and o=o' in Eq. (7) the exciton states become a combination of an excited
electron located in band u and a hole located in band o. In the mscussion below we refer to

this approximation as "excitons without band-bandinteraction".

In the trivial case when the two-electron integrals are set to zero the exciton energies are just
the differences between Hartree-Fock band energies •

E(K) = e.(k + K)-to(k ) (8)

for each k. This is termed below as "excitons in the Hartree-Fock at Droximation".
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3. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The calculations were performed with the crystal orbitals expressed as linear combinations of
atomic orbitals (2,3).

¢_.,(r) = _, e'_c.u(k )z_ (r) . (9)
#,R

Here c.,(k) are the solutions of the Hartree-Fock equations and ;Le_(r) represent the ll-th
' atomic orbital located in the unit cell at g. The sumin Eq. (9) runs over all atomic orbitals in

the unit cell and (theoretically) over all cells. In our approximation two neighbor cells have
been taken into account at the Hartree-Fock level, and one for the exciton calculations,Each
atomic orbital is representedasa sumof Gaussianswith parameterstaken from the literature.
The basisused wasMINI-I (]8), TheHartree-Fock results (gap and band-width) in this basis
are close to those reported in (6). Additionally, from a technical point of view, this basis
showsgood convergenceproperties,

4. RESULTS AND DI$(_USSION

The Hanree-Fock bands included in the exciton calculation are shown in Figure I. In
polycytosine the bands 26-29 are occupied and 30,31 are unoccupied. The symmetry of the

crystal orbitals can be
POLYCYTOSIHE POLYGUANIN_. determined

1o considering the
_---- _ ,_ coefficients c for each

6- 6- dl_

=, band index and k [see
81 41

= o Eq. (9)]. For
O. _ 0-

® polycytosine the main
_ contributions to the

-* "6 crystal orbitals
" belonging to band 26

-m- ' m -4_-
-- m= = are from oxygen and

= _ = carbon 2px and 2py-16- _r" v -m '

, = s _ 6 _ i _ i 6 functions (o bands).
k (in unit of v,/RI k (in unit of n/R) Band 28 has

Figure l: The Hartree-Fock energy bands for polycylosine and additional strong
polyguanine, as obtained in these calculations. (R is the translation contributions from 2s
vector), functions. Bands

27,29,30 are

combinations of 2pz functions with very smallcontributions from 2px and 2py functions (x, _*
bands).

For polyguanine bands 35-39 are occupied and bands 40-45 are not. The coefficients of the
. bands shown in Figure Ib are combinations of oxygen and nitrogen p-functions. The crystal

orbitals of these bands can not be separated in bands strongly dominated by Px,y or Pz
functions.
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The fundamentalgap in the Hartree-Foek approximationis 11.0 eV for polycytosine and
10.09 eV for polyguanine. In the exciton picture they become smaller;5.62 eV (singlet), 4.27
eV (triplet) for polycytosine and 6.30 eV (singlet),4.83 eV (triplet) for polyguanine.

In Tables I and II we comparethe exciton energiescalculatedin the Hartree-Fockand exciton
approximations. Case A in Table II indicates only the lowest exciton energy for each band
pair; case B shows energies lower than 10 eV. The lowest energy (B) has no counterpart in
the approximation (A) and lies about 1.2 eV below the lowest exciton calculatedwithout
band-bandinteraction.

Table I: The lowest excitonenergiesin the Hartree-Fockapproximation.
(Energiesare in eV).

Polycytosine

unocc./occupied K=0 K=I'I
30/29 11.300 11.244
31/29 11.735 11.679
32129 13.657 13.601
30/28 13.214 13.018
31/28 13.595 13.453
32128 15.571 15.375
30/27 13.372 13.220
31127 13.797 13.655
32127 15.729 15.577
30/26 13.784 13.761
31126 14.219 14.196
32/26 16.141 16.118

Polyguanine

unocc./occupiexl K=0 K-P
40139 10.638 10.092
41139 11.702 11.156
42139 12.363 12.474
43139 14.170 14.715
44139 14.654 15.200

40138 12.158 12.340
41138 13.222 13.405
42138 14.540 14.428

40137 13.066 12.974
41137 14.130 14.038
42137 15.242 15.336
40136 13.310 13.348
41/36 14.375 14.412
40135 14.042 13.557
41/35 15.106 14.622
40134 14.651 14.549
40133 15.025 15.453
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Table II' The exciton energies calculated without (A) and with (B) band-band interaction..

Polycytosine
Exciton momentum K=O.

b

unocc./ A B

occupied singlet triplet singlet triplet
, / / 5,643 4,300

31/29 6.45 ! 6,259 6.421 4.810

30/29 6,848 4,925 6,605 5,430

30/28 7.768 7.576 7.344 6.034

32/28 7.975 7,672 7.742 6.393

30/26 8,249 7,948 8.162 6.801

31/26 8,488 8.206 8.488 7.648

31/28 8.632 7.985 8.645 8.652

31/27 8.711 8.423 8.727 8.728

32/26 8.495 8.215 8.855 8.867

30/27 8.970 6.245 8.953 8.915

32/29 9.543 9_507 9.261 9.039

/ / 9.526 9.222

/ / 9.877 9.520

32/27 !O.300 8.770 10.010 9.903

Exciton momentum K=P

unocc./ A B

occupied singlet triplet singlet triplet

/ / 5.619 4.268

31/29 6.383 6.215 6.363 4.777

30/29 6.702 4.832 6.512 5.414

30/28 7.663 7,468 7,312 5,979

32/28 7.974 7.677 7,794 6.353

30/26 8.132 7,839 8.157 6.778

32/26 8,498 8.216 8.487 7.618

31/28 8.592 7.946 8.579 7.782

31/27 8.653 8.401 8.644 8.544

30127 8.813 6.119 8.850 8.696

32/29 9.452 9.450 8.936 8.732

/ / 9.280 8.866

. / / 9.575 8.906

32/27 10.243 8.762 9.958 9.037

/ / 10.501 9.196
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Table II (continued)

Polyguanlne
Exciton momentum K-_4)

unocc./ A B ,

occupied singlet triplet singlet triplet

/ / 6.671 4.960

40139 6,848 6.702 6.728 6.190

/ / 7.592 6.242

41/39 7.836 5.814 7.758 6,732

/ / 8.100 7.673

/ / 8.211 8.106

/ / 8.365 8,253

41/38 8,505 8. ! 57 8,527 8.422

42139 8.806 8.728 8.921 8.749

40138 8.918 8.806 9.026 8.812

40137 9.014 9,050 9.222 9.041

Exciton momentum K=I'I

unocc./ A B

occupied singlet triplet singlet triplet

/ / 6.303 4.834

40139 6.452 6.383 6.559 6.063

41/39 7.267 5.416 7.232 6.303

/ / 7,974 6.363

41138 8.240 7.736 8.214 7.881

/ / 8.427 8.204

42/39 8.632 6.383 8.645 8.377

/ / 8.703 8.472

/ / 8.741 8.541

40/38 8.884 8.792 8.764 8.641

40137 9.278 9.023 9.245 9.141
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Table III: The lowest exciton energies compared with experimental results.

Polycyt.osine Hartree- Exciton Experimental

. Fock data

singlet triplet
11.244 5.643 4.300 4.6

t

13.601 6.421 4.810 6.2

Polyguanine

10.638 6.303 4.834 4.4,4.8

11.156 6.559 6.003 6.2

We investigated the excitons for two different exciton moments (K=0, Fl)The energy
differences found are between 0.1 eV and 0.5 eV. On the other hand, the band-band
interaction (see Section 2) may play an important role. In polycytosine (Table II, A, exciton
momentum K=0) the lowest energy (at 6.451 eV) belongs to the _ro* and the next (6.848 eV)

to _ lr* transition. Additionally, the n x* transitions are charaeterized by large singlet-triplet
splitting, which is about 2 eV compared to 0.2 eV for o it* or _ o* transitions (15). By
including the band-band interaction the energy is shifted to 6.421 eV, which is close to the
second peak observed in optical spectra of DNA film (20) and nucleotide bases (21), and
splitted. The additionally peak occurs at 5.643 eV, which is 1 eV higher than the lowest

measured peak

po lycytos ine po lyguanine (Table III). In
polyguanine, as
mentioned above,
the separation into

and bands
vanishes. The
lowest calculated

energies, however,

/_ ]__ "_ lie at 6.671 eV and

6.303 eV for K=0

or K=I-I,
, I

o _ t'o t_ m 0 _ to _ 8 respectively. Figs.
2,3 show the

E/eV E/eV densities of excitonstates in the
FigureI1:Densityofstates(DOS)intheHartree-Fockapproximation. Hartree-Fock and

exciton

approximation.All three Hartree-Fockpeaks(Fig. 2) occurin the exciton picture(Fig. 3).
However,the excitonpicturealsodescribesenergylevelslyingdeepintheHartree-Fockgap.
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A MATHEMATICAL FORMALISM DESCRIBING THE YIELD OF RADIATION-

INDUCED SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-STRAND DNA BREAKS, AND ITS

DEPENDENCY ON RADIATION QUALITY.

• M. Zalder
o

Introduction

' This paper presents a mathematical formalism describing the yield of DNA single-strand
breaks (SSBs) and double-strand breaks (DSBs) in relation to radiation quality. The physical
input to this formalism consists of nanodosimetric distributions of energy deposition. The
biological content of the formalism rests on two simple ideas: (a) that the average yield of
SSBs depends on energy locally deposited in nucleotide targets, and (b) that it takes two
SSBs (within a given distance) to generate a DSB. Evidence for the first statement comes
from the observation (/-5) that dose-effect curves for SSB induction by radiation are linear
over a wide range of doses, and also from the fact that the relative biological effectiveness
(PBE) for SSB appears to be constant (=1) at low LET andless than one at higher LET (2,3).
We interpret this latter finding as evidence for energy saturation in the sense that since one can
produce no more than one SSB/nucleotide, further energy deposition beyond that necessary to
induce one SSB will be wasted, and then RBE<I. The claim made by this formalism is that
given a mathematical description of (a) above, and statement (b) one could predict the shape
of the RBE versus LET curve for DSB inductionby ionizing radiation.

Backaround and terminoioav

A slight modification of a formalism proposed by Kellerer and Rossi (6) provides a framework
for our treatment. Consider an extended medium with composition similar to that of the
sensitive matrix (the volume occupied by radiation-sensitive targets) in the cell. We shall use
the term extended matrix for this construct. The term inchoate distribution of SSBs will be
used to denote the spatial patternof DNA SSBs in this extended matrix following exposure to
dose D. We further define the proximity function of. SSBs, t,(x;D)dx, in analogy to the
quantity already introduced for energy (6); it represents the probability that two random SSBs
in the extended matrix are a distance x apart. This function is normalized to the total number
of SSBs. The corresponding quantity normalized to 1 is termed point-pair distance
distribution of SSBs. Let s(x)dx be the proximity function of the sensitive matrix and g(x) the
probability that two SSBs at distance x from each other interact to produce a DSB. Then (6):

ts(x;D)s(x)g(X)dx 'e(D) = es(D)I 4n'x2 (I)

Where e,,(D) and e('D) are, respectively, the average yield of SSBs and DSBs in the cell. The
meaning of this equation has been given in gef.(6); it is repeated here for convenience:

Consider one particular SSB [overall, there are e,(D) SSBs, and this is why the integral in
" Eq.(1) is multiplied by e,(D)], t,(x; D)dx represents, by definition, the average number of

SSBs in a shell of radius x and thickness dx centered on the SSB selected. This number refers,

• however, to the extended matrix and not to the sensitive matrix of the cell. s(x)/4m: r (the
denominator is a matter of definition) is the fraction of the shell containing cellular nucleotides
and therefore multiplication by this factor gives the relative number of cellular SSBs within
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distance x of each other. The last factor, g(x), accounts for the probability that the process,
SSB + SSB _ DSB, actually occurs.

The formulation, Eq. (1), is more general than its analogue based on energy transfer [e.g.
Eq.(17) in Ref.(6)] because no particular relation, e,(D), is specified yet. The price paid for
this is that, in terms of SSB production, microdosimetric events (here defined as single particle
traversals with concomitant SSB production) may no longer be statistically independent (and
the linear-quadratic result, cr.D+ _O", usually associated with the TDRA does not generally
hold).

The simplest assumption is that the average yield of nucleotide alterations, y,, that may lead,
independently, to SSB formation is proportional to specific energy,

y,(z) = k:, (2)

where k is a constant. It appears reasonable to assume that at large concentrations of energy,
whether resulting from large doses or from high-LET radiation, saturation must occur such
that, on average, more nucleotide alterations are produced than necessary for inducing one
SSB. The simplest signature for this would be a non-constant RBE as a function of LET or
dose for the production of SSBs. A mathematical treatment of the consequences of this kind
of saturation is given in this paper. We note that this refers to a local concentration of excess
energy, the term local indicating sites comparable in size with nucleotide dimensions.
Although, as already stated, such energy concentrations are the result of either high-LET
radiation or large doses (th(. expression given below applies to both situations), in many
practical applications where matrix saturation needs to be considered one deals with either
single tracks of HZE panicles, or with large doses of low-LET radiations. Both these cases
allow considerable simplifications in the mathematical description of saturation.

III. Mathematical formalism

Assumptions

1. The sensitive matrix, M, consists of (or, is the union of) N non-overlapping spherical
domains (hereafter termed "sites") of radiusa. The spherical shape was selected for simplicity
(in fact, a nucleotide is rather "flat"); however, the derivation below does not depend on this
particular choice.

2. A site may contain at most one SSB.

3. The probability to produce av SSB in a site centered at r is given by: o

p(r)=1-e -k" z,(r), (3)

where k is a constant and z,(r) is the specific energy in a sphere (radius a) centered at r. The
sites may be identified with the smallest spherical volume that contains a nucleotide.

Preliminaries

The mathematical formalism described here makes use of terminology and concepts recently
introducedbyKellerer in microdosimetry(7).

The following fieldsareusedin thederivationsthatfollow:
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a) lu(r) is the indicator for the object, Mr,which consists of all the centers, rj,j= 1,2,...,N, of
the N sites in the matrix. By definition [see Eq (A6)] the indicator of a domain is a function
that is different from zero only at points belonging to the domain. Therefore,

N

. IM(r)- _ 8(r- rj). (4)
j=l

In this definition it is assumed that the origin of the system of coordinates is placed at a fixedq

position in the cell nucleus. To the extent that the matrix does not have spherical symmetry a
certain orientation of the system of coordinates needs to be assumed. As can be readily
verified, it follows from Eq(4) that the proximity functions of M are:

1

tM(r) = _- Y_$(r + r]- rl), (5)

1

tM(r) = -_ _., _ (r - rjl), (6)

where r = [rl, r_= [rj- r_l,andj, l = 1,2, ..., N with j, ;_I. Since only one SSB can be produced
in each site, the r = 0 case may be omitted, tM(r)dr is the average number of sites whose
centers intersect the shell dr of radius r.

(b) Consider an inchoate pattern, T, of energy transfers e_, e2,.... Let T_Vo designate the
associated volume of T and a sphere of radius a (we use the same notation,/t'=, for the sphere
and its volume). At each point in T_Vo we can define a field, z°(r). By definition, if r_ T_Vo

then z,(r) ;_0. The inchoate pattern, T, can be also expressed as a field as (7):

1

z0(r) = P Y_ el"_ (r - ri), (7)

where p is the density of the medium. To verify this, note that the integral of zo(r) over any
volume results in the specific energy in that volume. If lo(r) is the indicator of a site /1',
centered at the origin, then:

za(r) = -_a_ Za(r')Ia(r'-r)dr'. (8)

(c) v,(r) designates the virtual SSB field:

va(r) = 1-e- k. z,(r). (9)

The name "virtual" indicates that vo(r) gives the probability that, in a field z°(r), an SSB
obtains at r should this point coincide with the center of a site in M. For each field one may
define a proximity function associated with it. The proximity function to(r) dr derived from
Vo(r) has dimensions of volume; when divided by 4n'r2dr it gives the average fraction of the

• shell centered at a random point r _ T • Va which contributes to SSB formation.

The Yield of DNA SSBs and DSBs

• The average number of SSBs, e,(D), in a matrix M exposed to dose D is
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_D)= NJ [1-e-k. z]. fa(z;D)ez, (lO)

where fo(z; D)d: is the (multi-event) microdosimetric spectrum in I,"_.In particular,

lira es(D)= kND. (11)
_((1

The expression, Eq. (lO), can be written as a function of the single-event microdosimetri¢
spectrum, f,(z), as follows (18):

¢s(D) = Nil-e- D / zlrl (1-e-u)fl(z)dz], (12)

with

ZlF= J z. f l(Z)dz. (13)

The interpretation of Eq. (12) is simple: D/z,_ represents the number of microdosimetric
events (charged panicle traversals) at dose D; and the integral in the exponent gives the
probability that an event results in an SSB. Also

lim ¢s(D)= N, (14)
D---),o

as expected. The calculation of _(D), the average yield of DSBs, follows the arguments of
Ref. (6) [see also the comments following Eq. (1)]. The result is:

ta(r;D) g(r)dr. (15)e(D) = es(D)f tM(r) 4n-r---'-T

The expression, Eq. (15), may be further simplified with the aid of Eq. (6); thus

e(D)= _(D) N _ ta}r'l;2D)g(rjl). (16)am" jl

Practical aspects

A crucialconsequenceof thenon-lineardependencyof v=(r)on z is the fact that one cannot
factorize the expression for E(D) into radiation-dependent and matrix-dependent terms. The
proximity function, t,(r; D), derived from Eq(9) depends on k and a, the site radius. This
complicates the problem of calculating t,(r; D), substantially.

The calculation of t, may proceed along the following lines: At a dose D place j tracks
randomly in a volume representing the cellular nucleus, j is a number selected from a Poisson

d!stribution with mean D/Z(Ft;)'- where z_rC')is"the frequency-mean of z in the nucleus. These j

tracks generate an inchoate distribution of energy transfers, T,. Select now two random
transfer points and then, with uniform probability, select in each of the spheres centered at
these points another point. Let A and B be the two points thus selected and let further ZAand
ZB represent the specific energy in sites centered at A and B, respectively. To calculate the
point-pair distance distribution of the virtual SSB field, the distance AB is recorded with
weight

1 kZA) (l_e- tza); (17)w = _(1-e- •
ZAZB
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this is because the probability of selecting A and B by the procedure just described is not
uniform (as required) but proportional to the number of transfer points from which A and B
could have been selected, and this is proportional with zAz_.

Iff(z4) is the frequency of an event ,.'A,the frequency-mean of zA(corrected for selection bias,
see above) is

ZF(Tj) = E f(zA) / E f(ZA) / ZA. (18)
. A A

The total number of virtual SSBs is:

e.s_l'j)= VTj @Va"( (1- e - kzA)), (19)

where the angle brackets denote taking the arithmetic mean of the quantity indicated. Finally,
the associated volume can be obtained from (19):

E(T]) (20)
VT,_ V.- pzF(Tj)"

E(T_ is the total energy in the inchoate distribution, _.

The distribution of distances AB normalized to E,(Tj) is the proximity function, to(r; T_,for this
particular selection ofj tracks. When averaged overj it yields t,(r; D);

ta(r; D) = ( asCTj)ta(r;Tj)) / (as(Tj)) . (21)

Even with currently available supercomrmters the prospect of estimating t= as a function of
radiation type, dose, radius and k app_:ars rather daunting. It has been already indicated,
however, that data of interest can be often treated in the single-track approximation (e.g.
DNA strand breaks); this simplifies the problem
considerably since now t,(r; D) is replaced with

t.(r),theproxinfityfunctionforsinglepa_icles. _____

This simplification is used in the next section.

IDNA _ingle-and double-strandbreaks

inOucedby track segments _ _,_,)
One may gain further insight in the formalism

presented here by evaluating the main results for ___
track segments (charged particles with negligible '" ' _,
radial extension). Track segments are 7 _-'-"
approximations to a more detailed description of
the particle tracks, for instance with event-by-

event Monte Carlo simulations (20). For track _ .---w----._
segments the "quality" of the radiation is _..._.______.s.:
characterized entirely by the LET.
Nevertheless, many of the qualitative, and

• indeed quantitative, features of the formalism Fig: The geometryandnotationsusedin '_e
are retained,aswill becomeapparentbelow.We track-segmentcalculation,Eqs.(22-26)
shallbe concernedonlywith the low doselimit
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of the response curves. The mathematical results below are given without demonstration; the
geometry and notations are indicated in Fig. 1.

The yield of SSBs at dose D is given by [see Eq(12)]:

1 (22) •es(D)= kN x 1+ 2.e- _--_+_ .

Here L=LET and

2ka
a = _. (23)m

At low LET one has:

lirn es(D)= (kN). D. (24)
L_0

The proximity function, to(r), is obtained by numerically integrating the following expression

ta(rl)drl= D C 4If; fa,(b,) . j' 1r/2 )_. blv(bl,O,O)dbl x smOdO. O, (25)
es(D) trot. "0 a2(bl,0)v(bl' 0)d0 rl,

where:

r_ = r/a, b_ = b/a (26)

v(bl, O,¢)= 1 - exp[aLx/(1 - _ sin 20 -b_ + 2blrl sin Osin _)],

al(bl) = arcsir_Mir(1, _lbl )],

a2(bz,O)=arcsir[Ma__l, b_+ dsin20-1)l2bzrzsin 0 '

To estimate the production of DNA SSBs and DSBs we take a spherical matrix of radius A
for which (6):

N 4a'r( =3r lr3_
tM(r) =

(4 / 3)/rA3 1-=, + 16a3 )
(27)

and assume that two SSBs within l0 base pairs interact with probability p to produce a DSB:

p,2<_r/a<_20,g(r)= O,elsewhere. (28)

The yield of DNA DSBs is calculated by introducing Eqs. (22,25,27,28) in Eq. (15). For
track segments both e/D) and e(D) depend on the product otL only. Calculated yields per
unit dose for the production of SSBs and DSBs by track segments are shown in Fig.2.
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lO_ . ._ Fig2 also shows data for the production of DNA SSBs

- " " _x,,4 i and DSBs in V79 cells [rate/Gy/(g mol")] by low-LET

(C°Co,X rays) and charged particles (4He, '_C, _:l'qe)as
lo"_ _ reported in Ref.2. For comparison purposes, the results

_ _ff,_'- ,'_x. of the track-segment calculation have the parameters
t0' ! ,,t/_- " adjusted for the "best" fit. In spite of the simplificationinherent in the use of track segments it is apparent that

, _ major features of the data (the decline in SSB

10_0'' ' 10 10' of LET) are correctly reproduced. The limitations of the
....." ...... tb' ....... " production or the peak in DSB induction, as a function

t._ (keVlp=nl
track segment approach are evident at the low-LET data

Fig. 2: Calculated curves for the (the "LET" of these radiations is the frequency mean of
yieldof DNA SSBs(top)and DSBs the lineal energy, yp).
(bottom)by track-segmentcharged
particlesof different LET. Also Concluding remarks
shownare datareportedin Ref. (2):
(r't)SSBs,(O)DSBs. Theresultspresentedinthispaperarealsoobtainableby

direct Monte Carlo calculations,without any need to
invokeany of the functionsintroducedhere.The calculationsby Chadtoneta/ (15) are in a
'sense(and omitting someof the details)preciselysuch "direct" simulations. A theoretical,
conceptualizedapproach such as this formalism has, however, important advantages:
Proximityfunctionsof SSBsneedto be calculatedonlyonce for eachradiation.The geometry
of the sensitivematrix [asmeasuredby t_r)] for differentcellularsystemsmay be usedthen
with a standardset of proximity functions.Eqs(15,16) discriminateclearly between the
,geometryof nucleotides,on onehand,andtheprobability,g(r), that SSBsinteractto make a
DSB. This formalismalsooffers a tool (proximityfunctionsof SSBs)for summarizingin an
economicalway track-simulationdata,asobtainedfrom Monte Carlo transport.
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THE YIELD OF DOUBLE-STRAND BREAKS INDUCED BY HEAVY IONS IN X-174
PHAGE: THE BERKELEY DATA REVISITED.

G.N. Cohen and M. Zaider
Q

I, Introduction

Fig. l shows a selection of experimental results on the induction of DNA double-strand breaks
(DSB) by charged particles of different energies. The data are plotted as RBEDsB (in arbitrary
units) versus average LET in the exposed sample. This representation is meaningful as long as
the variation in LET that occurs when the charged panicle traverses the sample is small. While
this is generally the case in this kind of experiments, the data of Christensen et al (1972;
hereafter referred to as the Berkeley data) were obtained under the conditions where
projectiles were stopped in the sample. The DSB yields reported are therefore linear
combinations of effects produced by panicles that have a spectrum of LET values, basically
ranging from 0 to the maximum possible value. Because the DSB yield does not depend
linearly on the LET of the panicle (see Fig.l) there is little (if any) justification for plotting
these yields as a function of average LET. The representation used in Fig. 1 for presenting the
Berkeley data is therefore difficult to interpret.

This is not the only aspect that makes the
\ ___-,_ Berkeley data peculiar. The data of Fig.1

_ N. le "n n/

i..--/ show a peak in the LET region of 100 to
"_ * -- "_ 600 keV/I.tm, and this has been interpreted

_.t _--._') as evidence for some sort of saturation

e effect due to wastage of locally deposited

i energy. The same interpretation has beengiven to the fact that the aBE for single-
strand breaks (SSB) appears to decrease
with increasing the LET of the charged
particle. Because the shape of the RBEDsB

, ,, ,, = . %

,,' ,i, _, ,.,,. curve is very similar to that found for other
_,tm,vm,,! end points (e.g. cellular inactivation,

Fig.1 A selection of oxpodmental results on the oncogenic transformation, mutation) it is
induction of DNAdouble strand breaks(DSB)by frequently hypothesized that the DSB is the
charged particles of di_oront energies. Soveml basic lesion that leads to those effects.
datasets showa peakat an LETof about200
keV/l_m.The data of Christensenet al (1972) A matter that appearsto remainunclear is
indicatea peakat 550 keV/l_m, the actual position of the peak in the

RBEDsB-LETcurve. In the data of Kampf

(1988) for V79 cells, for instance, the peak occurs at about 165 keV/_tm. The data ofNeary et
al (1970,1972) on phage, and Akpa et al (1991) on yeast, while not showing explicitly a peal
are consistent with the Kampf results. Similarly, fitter et al (1977) report a peak near 100

keV/_tm. In contrast, the Berkeley data peak at a significantly larger LET: 550 keV/ktm. This
discrepancy is of interest because the position of the peak is an important datum that
biophysical theories of radiation action must predict. For instance, in a recent theoretical
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analysis (Zaider,1993) the LET at which the peak occurs (for a given isotope) is linked to the
size of the critical volume where energy deposition may lead to DNA strand breakage.

Unless physico-chemical events determine entirely the variation of RBE with LET there is, of
course, no a priori reason to assume that the position of t:fis peak is the same for all biological
systems or, as some have argued (Belli,1991), that a peak should occur at all. In fact, the
difference between the positions of the peak in the results of Christensen et al (1972) (which
do not allow for repair) and Ritter et al (1977), who measure only breaks non-rejoined after aq

long incubation period, has been taken as evidence for the decreased ability of the repair
mechanisms of the cell to handle damage whose severity is (presumably) increasing with LET
(Ward,1991).

In this paper we examine the informational content of the Berkeley data with respect to
DSB induction by mono-LET charged particles. Put it differently, we are attempting to find
out what restrictions, if any, are imposed b', the Berkeley results on the general body of
radiation-induced DSB data. In particular, we inquire whether the unusual position of the
peak in these data may be attributed to the fact that these experiments were not performed
with mono-LET particles. The Berkeley data set is particularly important because the
experiments were designed to inhibitindirect radiation effects, thus providing a clearer picture
of DSB induction by ionizing radiation.

In the analysis below we seek a set of DSB yields that correspond to (quasi) mono-LET
particles and that are consistent to the data of Christensen et al (1972); as indicated below, the
procedure adopted (maximum entropy and Bayes estimation) results automatically in the least
biased solution to the problem.

II.Methodoloav

The ions used in the Berkeley experiments had energy ranging from 10.2 MeV/amu for
deuterons to 7.4 MeV/amu for argon. The ion beams were directed at a sample that was
continuously stirred. All ions, with the exception of deuterium, stopped in the sample which
was approximately 0.145 cm thick. For the purpose of this analysis we adopted the
assumptions made in the original work, namely: a) that the sample was homogeneous, and b)
that all cells in the sample received the same dose at the end of each irradiation.

To proceed with this analysis one needs to reconstruct the energies of the ions at the surface
of the sample. For this purpose we have used available data regarding the apparatus and
geometry of the experiment (Christensen, private communication). The initial energy (pre-
vacuum foil) of each beam was known in terms of the particle's range in AI. The initial energy
was thus calculated and then degraded through the vacuum foil, air gap, and the mylar foil on
top of the sample dish. These calculations have been made using energy-range data provided
by TRSM-92 (Ziegler et a1,1985). The results, which for most part agreed well with the
previously published data, are summarized in Table 1.

d
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Table 1' <LET.> [MeV cm2/mg in water] for all ions.

Energy, range in water, and <LET> are calculated from the reported range in AI, and
compared with the reported <LET>.

Ill Jl I I

range range Energy Energy rangeH20 <LET.> <LET.>
ION in AI in A1 [MeV] [MoV [pro] reported calculated

[mg/cm_] [pm] /ainu]
D 344.80 127718 20.25 10.13 1451 58 56 '
He 163.70 606.7 39125 9.81 1150 343 341

Li 121.82 374'7 66.1 9.44 . 853 785 1 775-
B 62.52 192.3 95.7 8.70 435 2250 2201
C 43.82 162.3 97.9 8.16 303 3320 3327

i ,,,, ,,, ,, ,

O 29.69 110.0 117.4 7.34 204 5500 5755
Ar 17.56 65.1 259.8 6.50 119 24200 21890

ill

Table 2: Initial and final energy, and thickness for <LET> bins (adjusted to set equal <LET>
for all ions in ith Bin): Energy [keV]; X[pm]; <LET> [keV/pm].

Bin <LET> He Li B C O
Ei 39,250 ...........

1 26.3 Ef 13,835 ...........
X 965 .............

Ei 13,835 Ei66,100 .........
2 65.2 Ef2,788 Ef 15,810 ........

X 169 X 772 ..........

Ei2,788 Ei 15,810 Ei95,700 ........
3 156 Ef 1,752 Ef7,975 Er56,310 .......

X 6.6 X 50.3 X 253 .....

Ei 1,752 Ei7,975 Ei 56,310 Ei 97,900 --
4 218 Ef572 Ef5,152 Ef 39,895 El71,100 ---

X 5.4 X 12.9 X 75 X 123 --

--- Ei7,975 Ei 39,895 Ei 71,100 ---
5 298 ---- Ef 1,712 Ef20,137 Ef38,670 --

---. X 11.5 X 66 X 109 --

---- ---- _ 20,137 Ei38,670 E_117,400
6 498 --- ---- Ef2,440 Ef8,263 Ef32,830

-- --- X 35.5 X 61 X 170

........ E, 8,263 Ei 32,830
7 841 ...... Ef 2,750 Ef22,897

.......... X 6.5 X 11.8

.......... Ei22,897
8 1073 .......... Ef4,100

............. X 17.5
i
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Next, for each ion one has to divide the sampledish in imaginaryslabs (the thickness of each
slabmay be different)suchthat: a) one can assignto each slab an averageLET value, and b)
slabs with equal average LET are common to at least two different ions. Only five of the
seven ions used in these experimentssatisfiedthese criteria;they were He, Li, C, B and O.
Deuterium and argon were excludedbecausetheirLET rangeswere too low and too high,
respectively.For simplicity,the rangeof the particlesbeyond the Brass peakwas neglected;
the errorthus introducedis minimalbecausethe numberof phagesinthat partof the pathwas

• very small.A total of eight LETbins werethuscreated.Table2 gives the bins thatbelongto
each ion, the averageLET in each bin, the thickness of the bin, and also the initialand final
energy of the ions at each bin. One can now proceedto set up the system of equat ons for
DSB yield in each bin.

!!1.Analvsisand results

Let oi representthe crosssectionfor DSB inductionby particleswith LET in the range
assignedto bin"i" (i=1,2,...,8;seeTable2). Let furtherxijrepresentthethicknessof bin'T' in
thesampleexposedtoion"j" (j=1,2,...,5).We denotebySjthemeasuredcrosssectionfor ion
"j". Then:

8 8

= sicX; k.j)
i=l k=l 1

j=I,2,...,5
and one has to solve this system of equations for the unknowns oi. In Eq(l) there are 5
equations for 8 unknowns. Although an infinitenumberof solutions {oi} satisfy this system
one expects the cross sections to be non-negative;this may reduce drasticallythe numberof
possible solutions and it is quite possible that no positively-defined solution exist. With
explicit numericalfactors Eq(l) reads:

965tr1+ 169tr2+ 6.6a3+ 5.4tr4= 838 2

772tr2+ 50.3cr3+ 13tr4+ ll.Str5 = 1659 3

253tY3+ 75tY4+ 66tY5+ 35.5t76 = 4350 4

123¢r4+ 109cr5+ 61¢Y6+ 6.51_ 7 - 5560 5

170cr6+ 1267+ 17.5¢r8=6670 6

To find a non-negative solution to Eqs(2-6) we appeal to a procedure that involves Bayes
estimation and maximum entropy techniques (Jaynes,1957). Applied to the unknowns of
Eq(1) Bayes' theorem reads:

go(ailSj,xi,j) = fo(_il xtj),_(SjlcTj,xi, j). 7
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Here we use the general notation _AIB) for the conditionalprobabilityof A given B. Eq(7)
states that the posterior probabilityof {o_}, given the data Sjand xU,can be obtainedas the
product of the prior probabilityof a..:(oiJx_i), and the likelihood, .f that the measured
values, Sj, obtain- assumingcertainvalues of the unknowns {oj}. It is customary(Gull and
Daniel,1978) to take for the likelihoodfunctiona normal,multi-variatedistribution'

. )2l=exp[- _(SjXj _a,x_j /A2j] = exp[-z2]. 8 .
i i

where A2 is the variance in the measurementof S and Xj is the total thickness of the sample
exposed to radiation"j".

Underthe erroneousassumptionthat lack of priorinformationon o is equivalentto settingthe
priorprobabilityequal to 1Eq(7) providesthe conventionalmaximumlikelihoodestimatorfor
o. It can be shown, however, that a moreappropriatechoice for the priordistributionis (Gull
and Daniel,1978):

el Iog_go(a,)= ein . 9

whereN isanormalizationconstant.Thequantityintheexponentistheentropy[inthesense
ofShannon(1948)]of'thisprocess.Themaximumentropyprinciplepostulatesthatwe should
takefor{oi}thosevaluesthatmaximizethepriordistribution(orequivalently,theentropy),
anyothersetbeing-bydefinition-morebiased.Thisisbecausetheentropymeasuresthe
amountof"uncertainty"inthedatasetandthusmaximumentropyisequivalenttotheleast
possiblenumberof(prior)assumptionswithregardtotheunknowns.ThesolutiontoEq(1)is
obtainedbymaximizingtheposteriordistributionofEq(7).Efficientnumericalmethodsare
availableforobtainlngthissolution.

TheresultsareshowninFig.2;theyindicate .....
"mono-LET"RBE valuesthataredisplaced o.o8-
to the left(towardslowerLET values)
relativetotheoriginalsetofdata.Thenew o.oe-

value for the peak (-200 keV/I.tm)is in good _sm ._[
agreement with other measurements.It is ._. o.o4-
also noticeable that the height of the peak _
has increased, thus suggesting a larger = T..6/
maximum RBE for DSB induction by "- o.o2-
charged particles than previously reported. _ o" ""

When compared with the data ofRitter et al o.oo- , ,, ,,_,,. , ,, ,,,,, _, ,, _t_
(1977), the results reported here indicate 1If 10_ 1(_ 1_
that - at least within this range of LET LET / keV/_zm
values and at the doses used in the Berkeley
experiments - repair of DNA strand Fig.2Theresultsof ouranalysis(solidline)arecomparedwiththeoriginaldataof Christensenet
breakageis not seriouslyaffectedby the al(1972)indicatinga shiftinthepeakfrom550to
qualityoftheradiation. -200koV/mm.
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GENERALIZEDCALCULATIONSOF CELL-TO-CELL VARIANCE

D. J. Brenner (with R. K. Sachs)

In additionto the measurementof yields, the observedcell-to-cell variance of an endpoint
gives extra information, which is highly model-dependentand thus potentially useful for
distinguishing between models. In practice, variance measurements require particularly
detailedstatistics,limitingthe numberof data sets availablefor analysis.Suppose the yieldat a
given dose for a given endpoint is Y. The variance, V, is usually expressed in terms of the
dispersionratio(1) definedby

Cell - to-cell variance V

DispersionRatio = Averageyieldpercell = "Y' (1)

For a Poisson distributionthe dispersionratio is 1 an,_positiveor negative deviationsfrom 1
are respectivelyreferredto as over- or under-dispersion.Typical observed values in a variety
of radiobiologicalsituations often fall in the range 0.8-1.2, though much largervalues have
sometimesbeen reponed, especiallyat high LET.

Several theoretical models have been suggested which can be used to compute dispersion
ratios.Kellerer(1) deriveda formula,applicableto lesionsresultingfrompairwiseinteractions
(such as exchange.type chromosomalaberrations),basedon the site versionof the Theoryof
Dual RadiationAction (TDRA). In this formalism,the averageyield and variance depend on
the presumeddiameterd of the sensitive site. However,attempts (2) to apply the formula to
the variance of dicentricsproducedby high-LETradiationsshowed that, while the observed
average yields required a diameter of approximatelyd=-I pm, such a value of d led to
predictedvalues of the variance which increasedfar more rapidlywith increasing dose than
experimentallyobserved.Thus the site versionof'the TDRA appears to be inappropriate for
computingvariancesotherthanat extremelylow doses.

In 1981, VirsikandHarder(3) computed variances of dicentricchromosomeaberrationsusing
two assumptions:

(a) dicentricsareproducedindependentlyby differentradiationtracks,

(b) the dicentricyie!ddue to a singletrack is Poisson distributed.

Theyshowed fromthese assumptionsthat the dispersionratio,R, for dicentricsis independent
of dose, being given simplyby

R = 1+ (average yield of dicentrics per track). (2)

Virsik and Harder surveyed some high-LET dats, which did indicate a lack of pronounced
dose dependence for the dispersionratio,in agreementwith Eq (2). They also showed that the
observeddispersionratioscorrespondto plausibleyields pertrack.However,they treated site
diameteras an adjustableparameter,so that adjustmentsin the yieldper track were possible.
Thereis no fullysatisfactoryindependentway to checkthe averageyield pertrackvalues they
obtained.

Importantly,the two assumptionsof the Virsik-Harderderivationdo not generallyapply to all
situations of interest. The assumption (b) that the yielddue to one radiationtrack be Poisson



distributedis not essentialto theirargumentand, basedon microdosimetricarguments, is not
generally true. We show here that dropping this assumption gives a simple generalization,
potentially applicable to a number of different endpoints However, assumption (a), that
aberrationsareproducedfromwithin a singletrack,is crucia, At sufficientlyhigh LET,where
the yield of dicentrics becomes virtually linear in dose, this assumption is plausible. The
argumentis that the DSB from one trackare much closer togetherthan those from different
tracks so that interactionsbetween DSB from different tracks are negligible in situations

• where the averagenumber of tracks percell is small.But for situations where curvatureof a
dose-response curve indicates interactionbetween damage from differenttracks assumption
(a) fails and othermodels are needed. We shall returnto this point below, but firstwe derive a
"generalized" equation for the variance, in which we keep assumption (a), but drop
assumption (b).

Suppose the measured endpoint is the total number of "lesions" per cell, and that lesions
produced in different events (i.e. from different tracks) are independent of each other
("single-trackaction"). The lesions could be DSB, or PCC breaks, or some subset of these, or
excess acentric chromosomefragments,if these areproduced by a single-hitmechanismrather
than through incomplete exchanges. At high LET, the lesions might be exchange-type
chromosomeaberrations,if we adopt assumption (a) that, at high LET, such aberrationsare
made one event at a time,withoutinteractionsbetweenDSB fromdifferentevents.

Let mr,,m - 0,1,2,..., be the probabilitythat a singleradiationevent producesm lesions. Thus

the single-eventlesion yieldy and lesionvariance v are givenby

y= y= _mmr.; v= _m:mr. -y 2. (3)
m=O m=O

The total average lesion yield Y and lesion variance V can be calculated using discrete
convolutions (4). Suppose, as an example, exactly two events strike a cell. Then the
probability of producing exactly m total lesions is mromr,+xllr,-i +mr_x,,__+...+mr,,TCo.

Generalizing to j events, the probabilityof making exactly m lesions in j events is (mr"_),,,
where

"o+'').- +)._.
Ill'=0

The expression on the right of Eq (4) is a discrete convolution (4). As a formaldevice here,

(a"'°), - 8,o, the Kroneckerdelta, and mr,-=(a'"),,. Assuming that the radiation events are

Poisson distributed,with average event numberb, Eq (4) gives the total probabilityFlm of
producingm lesions:

j=0

The sum in Eq (5) can be evaluated using appropriate generat +:3 functions, which are
functions of a dummyvariable,w:
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m,+,):+P_+n.,+-. <:6)
m=O m--O

Then Eqs (3), and correspondingequationsfor the quantitiesY and V give the derivative
formulae:

; _y2 +yy=[dlr/dwl,__, y=[d2rr/dw2].,__,
(7)

r=[an/a+]+=, y=[a+-/7/aw"+] -r 2+r.' w-ai

In analogy to the theorem on Laplace transforms of convolutions, the generating function of a
discrete convolution is the product of the corresponding generating functions (4).
Consequently,

l'l(w) = _ e-b+'[_r(w)]' Sj! = e -+['-_-I]. (8)
1=0

Differentiating l-l(w) twice in Eq (8) and using Eq (7) gives

Y = by, V = bv + by _. (9)

This implies a general result, WY = (v/y) + y, for dispersion ratios in single-track action, i.e.

Dispersion Ratio = Single event variance + Mean single event yield. (10)
Mean single event yield

Note that this dispersion ratio is independent of dose. In essence Eq (10) is a direct
consequence of the way in which variances for independent contributions from different
events add, together with the Poisson distribution of events (5).

Eq (10), applied to the induction of dicentric chromosomal aberrations, depends crucially on
the assumption that dicentries are made only by single-track action. However, when the LET
is so high, or the dose so low, that the average number of events per cell is <<1, then virtually
any model for dicentric variance must approach Eq (10) as a limit. This fact also serves as a
powerful check for stochastic numerical calculations mentioned below and presented

+ elsewhere (6-8).

Eq (10) is the generalization of the Virsik-Harderformula Eq (2), which results from dropping
their assumption that the single-track yield is Poisson distributed. To obtain Eq (2) from Eq
(10), suppose there is single-track action and the dicentric aberrations produced by one event
are also Poisson distributed, i.e _r,,= e-_d "/m! for some constant d. Then

tr(w) = _e-dd'w"/m! =e -sl_-_l. (1 1)
m--O

Differentiating Eq (11) twice and using Eq (7) gives the familiarresult that the variance of a
Poisson distribution equals its mean. Substituting into Eq (10) gives Eq (2), the result of
Virsik and Harder.

The generalized results described here apply directly to any single-hit endpoint. For the case
of two-hit endpoints, such as exchange-type chromosomal aberrations, the formulae discussed
here are all based on an assumption of spatial homogeneity, i.e. that the relative spatial
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locations of damage sites within a given target can be ignored. This is sometimes called the
"site model" concept. Many recent developments in understanding mechanisms of,
particularly, chromosomal aberration formation and cellular survival, have emphasized the
need to consider interaction distances that are smaller than the cell nucleus - perhaps
nanometers rather than micrometers. Takatsuji et al. (9) developed a variance formula based
on a model where the nucleus is decomposed into a number of non-interacting sub-regions.
The idea is that pairwise interactions presumably occur only over a limited range and this can
by approximated by using such sub-regions. The sub-regions are thus analogous to the
"interaction sites" of classic radiobiology (10), the "mesoscopic cells" of stochastic chemical
kinetics (11), the "floccules" considered by Kellerer et al. (12), and the "contact regions"
discussed by Harder (13).

For analyzing average yields, considering such sub-regions is useful, but we suggest that
difficulties arise if they are used to analyze variance at high LET. This is because, even in
situations where different sub-regions are effectively independent during the damage
processing (i.e. repair or misrepair) step of aberration formation, the initial damage inflicted by
high-LET radiation will show correlations between sub-regions. Such correlations occur
because, whenever one sub-region is traversed by a track, some neighboring sub-regions, e.g.
those upstream or downstream, are also traversed. For calculating average yields these
correlations are irrelevant, but they greatly influence the ceil-to-cell variance in situations
where only a few tracks strike a cell nucleus. A systematic way of incorporating this effect
into the formalism seems to require genuine spatially-inhomogeneous models (8), rather than
sub-region models.

In conclusion, we have extended the application of analytic models which predict cell-to-cell
variance. Variance measurements have the potential to distinguish between different
mechanistic models. However the limitations of spatial homogeneity mean that these analytic
formulae may be of limited use in understanding pairwise interaction models. Especially in that
generating experimental variance data is a Herculean task, use of spatially inhomogeneous
models, though numerically complex, may be the appropriate technique for extracting the
maximum amount of mechanistic information from such data.
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UNFOLDING THE POISSON DISTRIBUTION: CAN MATHEMATICAL TRICKS DO
As WELL As ASINGLE-PARTICLE MICROBEAM?

David J. Brenner,

The utility of a microbeam facility is inextricably linked to the radon problem. In that radon
daughters are responsible for at least three quarters of the collective effective equivalent dose

. of natural radiation to which we are exposed, understanding the effects of low-level radon
exposures is the dominant issue facing radiobiology.

Currently, the primary approach to radon risk estimation involves epidemiological studies of
uranium miners. The average radon-daughter exposure to the Colorado miners is about 500
WLM. If we assume that the target cell nuclei in the epithelium have a projected area of about
30 i_m2, this implies that an average of about five ot particles will traverse each cell in the
segmental bronchial epithelium. Thus very few cells will be exposed to traversals by only one
particle. On the other hand, for an average householder exposed to --0.2 WLM/yr, about 1 in
2500 cells will be exposed per year to a single ot particle, but less than 1 in 107 to traversals by
more than one particle. Therefore, in order to extrapolate from miner to environmental
exposures, we need to be able to extrapolate from the effects of multiple traversals to the
effects of single traversals of (x particles.

# of traversais Colorado miners Domestic exposure C3HIOT½ experiment

0 674 100,000 37

1 3,369 40 37

2 8,422 0.008 18

3 14,037 0 6

4 17,547 0 1.5

5 17,547 0 0.3

6 14,622 0 0.05

7 10,444 0 0.007

8 6,528 0 0.0009

9 3,627 0 0.0001

10 1,648 0 0
i

Number of cells (\ 103) exposed to different numbers of ot particle traversals in the
" segmental bronchial epithelium of a) a Colorado uranium miner (averaged), b) an average

environmentally-exposed person, and c) in a 0.1 Gy C3HI OT½ transformation experiment.

• To see how one might predict the effects of single particles consider an experiment designed
to measure the in:vitro transformation rate caused by single alpha particles traversing, say,
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C3HIOT½ cells. Assuming a typical LET of 150 keV/_m, at the lowest practical dose of
about 0.1 Gy, on average each cell nucleus will be traversed by a single alpha particle.
However, as the number of traversals of a given cell is Poisson distributed, about 26% of the
cells will be traversed by more than one particle, about 8% by more than two and about 2% by
more than three alpha particles. But we are mwreswd in the effects of exactly one alpha
particle.

There are two ways around this dilemma such that the effects of exactly one alpha particle
may be investigated. One way is to unfold mathematically the Poisson distribution from
experimental dose-response data. A more direct approach to the problem of single-particle
traversals is to design experiments where exactly one (or two or three etc.) alpha particles are
delivered through a given cell. We will briefly discuss the relative merits of these two
approaches.

Unfolding the effects of single alpha particles requires the use of the quantity specific energy
(z), which is a measure of the energy per unit mass deposited in a given cell. If a group of cells
could each be exposed to exactly one alpha particle, they would have a distributionof energies
deposited in them due to path-length variations, straggling, and so on. This is characterized by

a "single-event" frequency distributionfl(z). If the cells are actually exposed to a dose D, it is

possible to calculate from fl(z) the frecluencies of specific energies to which these cells are
exposed, f (z, D ).

Let us now make the plausible assumption that the increased transformation frequencies
observed with increasing dose is solely due to the increased energy deposited in the cells.
Then we can write a general relation for the transformationyield as a function of dose:

Y(D) = _ e(z)f(z, D)dz. (1)

In other words, cells respond with a response function e(z) to a range of specific energies,

j_z), to give as a total response exf. Assuming that we do not try to impose some specific
functional form onto e, Equation (l) is a fairly weak assumption: It just depends on the notion
that the relative response at different doses is due only to the differing energy depositions in
cells - although, of course, the use of specific energy, z, does presuppose that we are
considering some particular geometrical site in which the energy deposition takes place..
Stronger assumptions occur if and when biological models posit specific functional forms for
e(z). Equation (1) is actually a set of first-order Predholm equations, for a set of doses D.. If

Y(Di) is known from a dose-response experiment, and f(z,D) can be calculated, then e(z)
can be numerically unfolded, while making no prior assumption about its form. Then the effect
of a single particle is given by

Y,= e(z)f,(z) (2)

We have previously (In Low Dose Radiation: Biological Bases of Risk Assessment, Eds:
Baverstock and Stather, Taylor & Francis, 1989, pp 477-480) used Equations (1,2) to analyze
the results of an experiment by Hieber et al. (Int. J. Radiat. Biol. 52, 859, 1989) who
measured the yield of onc0genic transformation in C3H10T½ cells exposed to differing doses
(0.125 to 3 Gy) of-- 150-keV/_tm alpha particles. We assumed that the appropriate geometry
for calculating specific energy distributions was the cellular nucleus, which was assumed to be
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a hemi-ellipsoidof revolution (x2/a_ + y2/a2 + zZ/c2 = 1, z>0), where a = 7.6_tmand c =

2.2_tm.The single-eventspectrumfl (:) was thencalculatedby Monte-Carlo techniquesand,
knowingfl(z)' the multi-eventspectra, f(z, D,), were calculatedby successive convolutions
of the single-eventspectrum. Finally,the response functione(z) was numericallyunfolded

• from Equation(1) using the measuredyields, Y(Di), and the calculatedmulti-eventspectra,
f(z,D,).

, This response function, e(z), function was then folded back with the fl(=) distribution (see
Equation 2) to predict the effect of exactly one alpha particle traversing each cell. The result
was that the transformation rate, if exactly one alpha particle goes through each cell, is an
order of magmtude less than the transformation rate if a mean of one particle goes through
the cell, with Poisson statistics. This is because when a mean of one particle goes through
each cell, those few (2%) cells experiencing more than three traversals are almost totally
responsible for the observed transformation rate.

The alternative approach is the use a microbeam which can deliver exactly one particle to a
cell. The basic notion is that the locations of cells are determined and recorded by a
computerized image analysis system; then a highly collimated beam of low-intensity alpha
particles is directed at each cell in turn, and a radiation detector used to determine when
precisely one (or any given number) of alpha particleshave gone through the cell..The dish is
then moved so that the next cell is under the collimatedbeam.

True single-particle irradiations should thus allow measurement of the effects of exactly one
alpha-particle traversal, relative to multipletraversals. The application of such systems to low
frequency processes such as oncogenic transformationdepends very much on the technology
involved. For example, if an irradiation rate of one cell every two seconds could be achieved,
about 300,000 cells could be irradiated per week, which would mean that a transformation
experiment would be marginallypossible. On the other hand, an irradiation rate of one cell per
five seconds would probably preclude transformation experiments, although such systems
would be well suited to measurements of chromosomal aberration yields, where far smaller
numbers of cells need be exposed.

There is no doubt that understanding the effectsof the traversal of exactly one alpha particle is
important. Which technique is to be preferred, mathematical unfolding, or use of a single-
particle irradiator? On the plus side of mathematicalunfolding is ease, cost, and practicability.
Possiblyon the down side for mathematicalunfoldingis the question of assumed site size. The
technique clearly involves an assumption about target geometry. The results are not very
sensitive to small changes in assumed geometry (reducing the assumed linear target
dimensions for the analysis described above by a factor of two made very little difference to
the results), but large changes in assumed geometry (e.g. nanometers vs micrometers) might
well make a significantdifference, though this has not yet been extensively investigated.
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NEUTRON-INDUCEDCELL CYCLEDEPENDENTONCOGENICTRANSFORMATION
OFC3H 10Tl/2 CELLS

R. C. Miller, C. R. Geard, S. G. Martin, S. A. Marino and E. J. Haft

' Normal cellular proliferationis subject to a series of check point control genes as cells
progressthrough the phases of the mitoticcycle. Uncontrolledcellularproliferationresults in

. tumor development and has been shown in some instancesto result from alterations in check
point control genes. While inducedchanges in such genes could be produced in any phase of
the cell cycle, there is an enhanced likelihood of permanent change at the time when such
genes are transcriptionallymost active. When considering radiation-inducedeffects as a
function of phase of the cell cycle, profounddifferences in cell sensitivitythrough the cycle
have been shown for lethality, mutation and, more recently, for oncogenic transformation.
These latter studies of radiation-inducedtransformationwere given a strong impetus by
attempts to explain the inverse dose-rate effect for protracted neutron exposures of
proliferatingpopulations of mouse C3H 10T1/2 cells. In these dose-rate studies, it was
shown that an acute neutronexposureproducedlowerlevels of transformationthan the same
dose protractedover time. A model which accounts for the observedphenomena required a
window of sensitivityat some point in the cell cycle within a limited range of LET values.
These postulates were strengthenedby the experimental observations that enhancements in
proliferatingcells were LET dependent and that non-proliferatingcells did not exhibit any
variation in transformation incidence as a function of LET dose protraction. However,
appropriate testing of the hypothesisrequiredthe determinationof the sensitivityof cells from
differentphases of the cell cycle. This has been done for X-rays with the finding that cells in
the G2 phase of the cell cycle were maximallysensitiveto moderateacute doses of X-rays.
Cells in the G, and S phases of the cell cycle wererelativelyinsensitive to induced oncogenic
change with the clear indicationthat cells in the other stages of the cycle provide the vast
majorityof"transformants.This impliesa significantlyreducedsusceptibilityof quiescent cells
to X-ray induced transformationwhich is in agreementwith observation. Nevertheless, while
these findingswith low LET radiationsprovidecircumstantialevidence for the hypotheses to
explain the inverse dose-rate effectfor neutrons, directverification can only be achieved by
evaluating the responsiveness of synchronizedcell populations to neutron exposures. In this
report we show that mouse C3H 10T1/2 cells have a distinctlydifferentcell-cycle dependent
response to 5.9 MeV monoenergeticneutronsthan to X rays.

Collection of mitotic cells by selectivephysical dislodgmentis the best means of obtaining a
synchronized population of unperturbedcells. C3H 10T1/2 cells, are highly flattened when
growing in culture and have a large surface area of attachment that is significantlyreduced
during mitosis. A mitotic shake-off procedure has been developed which provides large
numbersof mitoticcellsthat arethen allowedto progressnormallythrough the cell cycle.

Mouse C3H 10T1/2 clone 8 cells betweenpassages 8-14 were grown in Eagle's basal medium
and 10%calf serumsupplementedwith iron. Cells were plated into 150 cm2culture flasks at
2.3 x 10_ cells per flask one day priorto the mitotic shake-off procedure. On the day of the
experiment, flasks were vigorously shaken to removepoorly attached cells, including mitotic
cells. The firstcollection was discarded,fresh mediumaddedand mitoticcells were collected
on three sequential shakes. In a given experiment,up to fifty T150 flasks yielded about 1.5 x
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10_ cells per collection. This logistically tedious approach which produces relatively low
numbersof mitoticcells representsseveralyearsof effort in optimizing yields of mitotic cells
fromminimallyperturbedcell populations.

At the time of mitotic cell collection, small aliquots of cells were preserved for the
determinationof mitotic indices, and this was repeatedprior to cell replating to ensure cell
maintenance in mitosis. Cells from each collectiontime were examined for; the fraction of
cells in mitosis, cells in differentmitotic stages, paired early G_ cells, and ceils showing
BrdUrduptake. At least 2 x 103cells were evaluatedfromeach slide flask, i.e. about 10%of
the initialpopulation seeded. Fromthese microscopicobservations,the mitoticindex and the
cumulative fraction of S-phase cells were determinedallowing for assessments of actual
frequenciesof synchronizedmitosesand of the differentstages of the cell cycle.

Cells in 100 mm diameterculturedisheswere irradiatedwith 3 Gy of X-rays at varioustimes
from0 to 18 hourspost mitotic collection. In the case of the initial (0 time) irradiation,cells
were in suspension, while cells wereattachedat the later irradiationtimes. X-irradiationwas
performedwith a Westinghouse 250 kVp X-ray machine with a calculated dose rate of 0.82
Gy/min.

The Van de Cn'aaffparticle accelerator provided monoenergetic 5.9 MeV neutrons. The
energy spread was :t: 10%,the dose spreadwas :i: 17% and the gamma-rayscontributionby
dose was 14% because the D(d,n) reactionto produce5.9 MeV neutrons is accompaniedby a
competing reaction which produces y rays that result in a significant y ray dose fraction.
SynchronizedM-phase cells were plated into 25 cm2flasks for irradiations2 hours or longer
post shake-off. Flasks containing the attached cells were filled with culture medium and
placed in holders set at the angle specific for exposure to 5.9 MeV neutrons. For
synchronizedcells scheduled for irradiationat 0 hours post-shake, cells were packed into 12
ml centrifuged tubes and irradiatedwhile in suspension. Regardlessof whether cells were
irradiated attached to flasks or suspended in tubes, neutrons first had to .pass through
polystyrene. Because there is no builduplayer of tissue equivalent material between plastic
and cells, many of the recoil ions passing through the cells come from the polystyrene(C,I-h)
which has only 75% of the hydrogen content of cellular tissue. Although complicated, an
interface dose correctionfactor of 0.80 has been determinedand appliedto dose estimates for
neutron irradiations.

Following irradiation (<2 min), cells were trypsinized,suspended,counted and replated into
100 mm diameterculture dishes for the 7 week transformationassay and at a l O-foldlower
cell concentration for the 2 week cell survivalassay. At the end of either incubation period,
cells were fixed in Formalin and stained with Giemsa. Morphologicallytransformedloci types
II and III were identified.

Radiation toxicity of cells exposed to neutrons was found to be similarqualitativelybut not
quantitativelyto survival of cells exposed to X-raysfor cells at differentphases of the mitotic
cycle. The variation in sensitivityto neutron exposure as cells progress through the mitotic
cycle is smallcomparedto X-irradiatedcells.

Transformationstudies with X-ray exposure of cells through the cell cycle confirm previous
studies reported from his laboratorythat a "transformation-sensitivewindow" for X-rays is
located in or around the G2phase of the cell cycle. Fig. 1 presents transformationresults for
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cells exposed at varioustimes aftermitoticshake-offto neutrons andX-rays. In contrast to
the X-ray transformationresults(Fig. 1, panel B), neutronirradiationof cycling cells shows a
distinctly different pattern of transformation
induction (Fig. 1, panelA), Cells continue to ,,,,,T,,,,,,,',.,'0
displaya sensitivewindow in G2as seen for X- 0a '. .:

' irradiatedcells (though this may be due in part i 2 .

to the 14% gamma-raycontamination_uring i_ io " "

the production of 5.9 MeV neutrons from the o.1 • -
accelerator) but now there is an additional ."; !.
broad window ofradiosensitivityinG_ that is 0 _,,,,,,,,.,,,, _,,, ,' 2...2

| 4 | | 10 1| 14 11 II am

not seen for X-rays. These results provide , r_ o;.... \ _ _...... \ ,, x
direct experimentalverification for what was a , ,,,, _.,, ,, ,,,, ,,, ---v-
hypothesis regarding the biophysical model B so,m._v,xm, : :
explainingthe inversedose-rateeffect, u . .

0.1 : -

0 I ._L._
0 2 4 0 $ 10 li 14 15 10 uynohmnmm

TimeAfterShake-off(hr)

Figure1: Transformationper survivingcellas a
functionof time afler mitoticshake-offfor cells
exposed to either 0.6 Gy of 5.9 MeV
monoenergeticneutrons(panel A) or 3 Gy of
250 kVp X rays (panelB).
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RADIATIONINDUCEDCHROMOSOMALCHANGESIN NORMALHUMANCELLS

Charles R. Geard

The response of normalhumancells to ionizingradiationsis the appropriateparadigmto
evaluatethe negative consequencesof radiationexposure. As is evidencedby the powerful
associationbetween chromosomalalterationsandmutationaland carcinogenicevents as well
as the likelihood of cell death, an evaluation of the effects of diverse radiations on
chromosomal responsivenessin cells deemed most likely to be at risk is highly desirable.
There is a substantialdatabaseavailabledetailingthe effectsof radiationson peripheralblood
lymphocytes and this informationhas been incorporatedinto the recommendationsof the
appropriatequalityfactorsto be appliedto differentradiations. Additionallythis information
has allowed the use of aberrationyields in lymphocytesto be equatedwith radiationdose,
providing a "biological dosimeter" in cases of unknown or uncertain radiation exposure.
However there is a generalpaucityof knowledgefor other morerelevantcell types, with the
normalhumanfibroblastprovidingthe nextmost extensivesource of information. It is clear
however that even from the same individualthere is not a good correlation between
lymphocytesensitivityand fibroblastsensitivityso extrapolationsof likelihoodfrom one cell
type to anotheris problematic.

In.anendeavorto establisha databasefor theresponsivenessof normalhumancells of diverse
origins to various radiations we have initiated intercomparisonsbetween keratinocytes,
fibroblastsand melanocytes when these cells are derivedfrom the same individual(thereby
eliminatingthe problem of genetic diversity)and of other cell types. These latter include
epithelialcells derived from the breastand the bronchusand endothelialcells. These latter
comprisea layer of fiat cells (endothelium)whichprovidethe liningof blood and lymphatic
vessels. As suchthey performanextremelyimportantbarrierfunctionand also functionin the
proliferation of blood vessels (angiogenesis) with the potential for neoplastic change
(endothelioma, angiosarcoma). To redress the lack of knowledge of the chromosomal
responsivenessof thiscell type studieswere initiatedwitha standardlow LET radiation;Cs_3_
gammarays. Cells were irradiatedat highdose rate(1.1 Gy/min)and chromosomalspreads
preparedfrom cells irradiatedin late G2 close to mitosisand cells in the OO/Ol phase of the
cell cycle. These latter were allowed to repair/misrepairas muchdamageas possiblebefore
being replatedand allowed to progressthroughto mitosis where chromosomalspreadswere
prepared. Since it is highly desirable if not essential to obtain informationclose - to
environmentallyrelevantdoses the dose rangecoveredinthese studiesvariedfrom 0.0125 to
8 Gy. It was determinedthat these cells were exquisitely sensitive to radiationthereby
quantitative close responses down to 0.0125 Oy were feasible. The dose responses for the
differentcategories of chromosomalchangeand for total aberrationsare shown for the late
G2 and G0/GI cells in Figures 1 and 2 respectively. For the late G2 cells (0-2 hours) the
majorityclass of chromosomalchangewere simplechromatiddeletionswhichmaybe initiated
by single lesions. Only about 10%of aberrationswere likely to be derived from painvise
lesion interactions. Of these chromatidinterchangescan readilyresult in the loss, possibly
non-lethal of some genetic material. Overallthere were 0.03 aberrationsper cell per 0.01 Oy
(rad). In contrast to the extremely sensitive late G2 cells the G1 cells were much more
divergent in the categories of change expressed. Terminaldeletions, which most reasonably
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equate with simplebreakswere relativelyrarebeing less than 10%of the total. In this phase
of the cell cycle the majorityof aberrationsresult from interaction between pairs of lesions
with the yields of dicentric chromosomes and of acentric rings/interstitialdeletions being
similar.The dose responsesfor the dicentricchromosomesand for total aberrationsarebetter
fit to linearquadraticratherthan linearfunctionsof dose (both areshown). The extrapolatede

aberrationyield for the GI phase cells is about 0.002 aberrationsfor cell per 0.01 Oy (rad).
That is, the differencebetween those phases of the cell cycle where the minimalor maximal
amount of repair can take place results in yields that differ by more than an order of
magnitude. At low doses (assuminglinearity)there is a fifteen fold differencein sensitivity
through the cell cycle which is reflectiveof the repaircapacityof'this particularcell type and
may be indicativeof its front line role in respondingto insult. It will be highly instructiveto
examinethe LETdependentresponsivenessof these normalhuman cells which play an unique
role in the maintenanceof'bodilyintegrity
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Figure 1. Aberrations per cell versus absorbed dose (in Gy) for normal
human endothelial cells from the late G2 phase of the cell cycle. Plots are
shown aeparately for the different categories of chromosomal change;
chromatid deletions, iso-chromatid deletions, chromatid inter and
intrachanges and for total aberrations. Asynchronous populations of cells
were irradiated with 0.0125, 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 Gy, mitoses
colcemid accumulated, and chromosomal spreads prepared 2 hours after
irradiation.
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Figure 2: Aberrations per cell versus absorbed dose (in Gy) for normal
human endothelialcellsfromthe GI phaseof the cellcycle. Plotsare shown
separatelyfor the differentcategoriesof change and for total aberrations.
Plateau phasepopulationsof cells were irradiatedwith 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 6.0
and 8.0 Gy, repiated 18 hours later and chromosomalspreadsprepared at
varioustimes to 54 hourspostreplatlng.
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SSCP AND CYCLE SEQUENCING ANALYSIS OF RAS ONCOGENES
IN NEUTRONTRANSFORMED MOUSE CELL LINES

Greg A. Freyer, Richard C. Miller and David Palmer

" The greatest potential risk of exposure to low doses of low energy neutrons to individuals is
cancer. The mechanism is almost certainly through DNA damage by recoil of secondary

, protons, leading to the activation of cellular oncogenes. While uncommon in the environment,
neutrons are a byproduct of nuclear energy and workers in that field are at risk, as are medical
accelerator workers. In vitro studies have demonstrated that oncogenic transformation is
induced by exposure to neutrons. These studies have examined the effectiveness of neutrons
of various energies following both single and fractionated doses. While the relative biological
effectiveness with each variable changes, oncogenic transformation is common to all. While
transformation induced by neutron radiationhas been extensively studied, little is known about
the molecular basis of this process. In fact, little is known about the molecular basis of
transformation induced by any type of radiation.

There are in vivo studies which reported that the ras oncogene was found to be activated in
some radiation transformed mouse cell lines. In one of these studies, mice were irradiated
with 0.44 MeV neutrons. Of 24 tumors studied, only 4 had mutations in ras, all in K-ras.
Other studies using x-rays or T-rays found some cells contained activated K-ras. In vitro
studies have not yielded the same results. Two studies with mouse and hamster cell lines
transformed with x-rays concluded that none of several oncogenes tested were activated,
including any of the ras oncogenes. These results leave several unanswered questions. Why
this apparent difference between in vivo and in vitro studies? Possibly it is due to the fact that
cell lines are already partiallytransformedin that they are immortalized. When ras is activated,
is this a primary or secondary event? Predictably ionizing radiation, particularly neutrons,
would not be expected to produce point mutations such as the activating event found with
ras. What oncogenes were activated in the cell lines in which ras was not found?

The aim of this study was to make a careful survey of a large collection of cell lines
transformed by neutrons to determinewhether activated ras could be identified. C3HIOT1/2
cells were transformed by 6Mev neutrons using a single dose of 0.6 cGy. Thirty-five colonies I

were isolated and expanded for use in this study. Cells were grown and DNA isolated.
(Typically we used the DNA from 10,000 cells for each PCR reaction described below.)

There are two positions in the ras genes where point mutations are found which activate the
gene causing it to be oncogenic. These correspond to codons 12 or 13 in exon 1 or 59 or 61
of exon 2. Previous studies had relied on detecting ras mutations by transfection and RFLP
analysis or differential oligonucleotide hybridization. We used two PCR driven approaches to
analyzing our 35 neutron transformedclones.

The first method was single-strand conformational polymorphism (SSCP) analysis which is a

' rapid method for detecting changes, even point mutations within a short sequence. SSCP
analysis is carried out as follows: A set of oligonucleotides (20 bases) are synthesized which
flank a 100 to 300 bp long sequence of interest. The oligonucleotides are used to amplify the
sequence from DNA or cells in a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) containing cx[32P]dNTPs
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(primers are shown in Table I). The amplified sequence is denatured and analyzed by
electrophoresis on a neutral, nondenaturing sequencing gel. Under these conditions, DNA
migration is based on sequence composition. Thus, the two strands migrate as two distinct
bands on the gel. A singlebase change in the sequence will cause a detectable shift in the
normal migration of the two bands. If a shift is detected, the presence of a mutation can be is

confirmed by cycle sequencing the PCR products.

a

TABLE OF SSCP OLIGONUCLEOTIDE PRIMERS

egLq£,name primersequence PCR nroductsize(bp)

Nrasexon1 NIF GCTGGTGTGAAATGACTGAG 117

NIR TGGT_ATCATATTCATCC

Nrasexon2 N2F GGTGAGACCTGCCTGCTGGA 103

N2R ATACACAGAGGAACCCTTCG

An example of an SSCP analysis can be seen in Fig 1. Our results of analyzing 35 neutron

transformed C3H 10TI/2 cells failed to -_.:_._/_t_._:_:_::/_:_t_._:_._iii.i_i_!!_i_!i_i_!!_iii_iiii_!i!iiii_-iiiiill
reveal any changes in N-ras. The results :_nO:s_ _!:_-._:_::_._.;i:_s.::.__:_.i::a:::g.-:ii:_::!n.:_!:i_i:::_i::'::.::_i::ii::_iiiii_
from our analysis of N-ras were confirmed _iii!ii_!
by using two transformed cell lines with : : ::._:..":"_':_:_._:::_`_._._.:`_:_._:_`_._._::._._.._`:.:._.`:_._._._::._.::_*_"_• : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

•-:..: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::known N-ras mutations in exon 1 (N1) at :: ...........==============================..........................................•.......,,,.:._-::::,:.........:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::......:.:i':...:.:.i':_._>_i_i:.:::_!:i_:_i_._i:i_i_i.i_i_i_.._i.i::_i_[:i_.i:i:i_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
,.:; --..:: ,..,._._.':.-'_;.,..:.:o:-...-::.-.:.::::. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::

>GAT and a third clone with a mutation in : .......:..:.:_'...'..:_.,::__i_:_:_ _:_._.._::_:_.:..:_.:_:_:_:_:.::_:::_
:.. :...:.:....i_::::_:_.::___. _._._..'_:_' .. .. : :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

::::::::::::::::; " "_:.':,-'£_::' _.::::x:::_:" _.:_ z:: ._.f_,,,::i_.:_->,_::_":_:':_._, ::',::_::?_i_'>.":e:!::

During SSCP analysis the PCR products _.i!.ii_!._i._!_i_!_i!!:i_!iii_i_!i_i:_i_I_.%_i_::_#::_:._!i_i:._:_
from these controls gave a clear shift in

.... ..:...: :.:....: , ° . . _,_.'-_.._....._....

electrophoretic mobility, as compared with _::_:;::._uil_/l//ll i//l_.-:'.._tii!!!:::::
the PCR products from wild type N-ras i_!:_!:::i:::i:ii_._./l|__#!:

genes (see Fig 2 for a sample). This, :/_:_:_:__ :.":":'.,_::_._-:,:_

however was not the case with SSCP :i::::::::"__]::::::.iii::::i:i____analysis of mutations in K-ras where the _i_i_i:.ii_i:ii!_!i_i.i_:i_:._._`":.i:_":_:_::i::!::_::_i_!_i:_i_i_i_!_,..:-i-:::_:._

PCR products of DNA flora a cell line with Rguro 1 SSCP analysis of N-rss oxen _.
a known point mutation in exon 1 (K1) Samples were amplifiedby :35roundsof PCR and
failed to show a gel shift. We did not have a the samples separated on 0.5% MDE gels. (ND)
cell line with a K2 mutation. Therefore we not denatured, (D) denatured, (C3H) C3H 10Tl/2

chose a different PCR driven approach to nontransformed control, (3.2) NIH 3T3 DNA
analyze for the presence of mutations in K- containing a point mutation in exon 2 of N-ras.SSCP analysis of the DNA from 11 neutron
ras. This second technique is called transformedclonesusingprimersN2F/N2R.
asymmetricPCR cyclesequencing.

In asymmetric PCR cycle sequencing primers are used to generated an amplified sequence
from total DNA (see list of primers in Table 2). This PCR product is then used as a template
for Sanger sequencing using a single nested primer incubated in the presence of Taq
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polymerase, dideoxynucleotide triphosphates and _[32P]-dATP. The reaction is cycled for 30
rounds to produce sufficient product. The sequencing reactions are analyzed on standard
sequencing gels. A point mutation in codon 12 of K-ras was readily detected by this
approach. This can be seen in Fig 2.

4

TABLE OF CYCLE SEQUENCING PRIMERS

' position sequence of primer

AMPLIFICATION PRIMERS:

Krasexonl KIF 5'CTTGTGTGAGACATGTTCTA 3'

K IR 5'TATCGTAGGGTCGTACTCAT 3'

Krasexon2 K2F 5'CTCCTACAGGAAACAAGTAG 3'

K2R 5' CACAAAGAAAGCCCTCCCCA 3'

SEQUENCING PRIMERS

K-ras exon 1 5' TTCAGCAGCK2CTTACAATAA 3'

K-ras exon 2 5' CCAGTTCTCATGTACTGGTC 3'

.. .m:s
_C]G_]^_r.C:G:A'T_:C_O:a:_T¢:_:OA ' 7_CC_ Using this analysis on all of our neutron

_:_:: :_ clones failed to detect any mutations in
either exon 1 or exon 2 of K-ras. These

results strongly argue that mutations in ras
oncogenes are not likely to occur as a result
of exposure to neutron radiation. While one
might predict that neutrons would not cause
point mutations, there seemed to be the
potential for this based on previously, .

r" ""'i!'. .... ' ':" '

........ pdblished data and the possibility of ras
Figure 2 Asymmetric OCRand cycle sequence activation in neutron irradiated cells by some
analysis of K-ms. The autoradiograph shows the indirect secondary event.
analysisof 4 neutrontransformedC3H 10Tl/2
cellsanda positivecontrol,whichshowsa single Our focushasnow turned to a more direct
pointmutationcorrespondingto codon12of K-ras approachto identifying the causeof neutron
inwhicha GGT hasbeenchangedto a GAT. No transformation.Our effortsarenow focused
changesare detectedin DNAsfromtheneutron
transformedcelllines, on looking at human keratinocytes,

transformed with a single does of neutrons.
" Our approach is to identify transforming sequences directly in these cells. We are currently in

the process of determining if each transformed cell line contains a dominant activated
, oncogene or has lost a suppressor gene.
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